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Recounting his three years in Korea, the highest-ranking non-Korean executive at Hyundai
sheds light on a business culture very few Western journalists ever experience, in this revealing,
moving, and hilarious memoir.When Frank Ahrens, a middle-aged bachelor and eighteen-year
veteran at the Washington Post, fell in love with a diplomat, his life changed dramatically.
Following his new bride to her first appointment in Seoul, South Korea, Frank traded the
newsroom for a corporate suite, becoming director of global communications at Hyundai Motors.
In a land whose population is 97 percent Korean, he was one of fewer than ten non-Koreans at a
company headquarters of thousands of employees.For the next three years, Frank traveled to
auto shows and press conferences around the world, pitching Hyundai to former colleagues
while trying to navigate cultural differences at home and at work. While his appreciation for
absurdity enabled him to laugh his way through many awkward encounters, his job began to
take a toll on his marriage and family. Eventually he became a vice president—the highest-
ranking non-Korean at Hyundai headquarters.Filled with unique insights and told in his
engaging, humorous voice, Seoul Man sheds light on a culture few Westerners know, and is a
delightfully funny and heartwarming adventure for anyone who has ever felt like a fish out of
water—all of us.

[A] great book that paints a long and complex history of Latinx comics and their creators while
explaining their place in the mainstream, which is where the community's visibility is less stable.
― Comics Beat Published On: 2019-02-05ReviewYour Brain on Latino Comics is a much-
needed addition to the field of Latino studies, serving as a bridge between a rich Latino comics
history that has been paid little scholarly attention in the past and a thriving contemporary Latino
literary culture that was widely influenced by Latino comics like Love &amp; Rockets. -- Eric
ReynoldsAbout the AuthorFrederick Luis Aldama is Arts and Humanities Distinguished
Professor of English at the Ohio State University.Read more
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peppy K-pop music pounded in my ears. Secondhand cigarette smoke filled my lungs; my crisp
blue dress shirt was now soaked with my own sweat and splattered with beef drippings and
mysterious sauces that had been served with dinner earlier in the evening. Flashing colored
lights cut through the dark, windowless room I’d been packed into with a dozen yelling, clapping,
laughing, hugging Koreans. A karaoke screen on a wall projected animations of saucer-eyed
children and song lyrics in English and Korean. My wife must be somewhere in the room, but
she seemed to have slipped just beyond my reach as I was jostled by the exuberant crowd that
shout-sang along with the two Koreans sharing a microphone as some Korean pop tune played.
When they weren’t shouting or singing, they were downing shots of whatever it was the older
Korean ladies kept bringing in little green bottles. Drank, that is, whatever wasn’t spilled on the
floor or on each other.And here I was: sopping wet, laughing, singing incoherently and hugging
people I’d met only five days earlier. Welcome to Korea.I had expected South Korea to be more
sterile. I’d had this feeling that South Korea existed thirty or so years in the future, where things
are cleaner and more orderly, the way Japan used to seem. With its booming growth, strong
democracy, ultrafast Internet, supersmart students, and all the sleek, impeccably groomed
Koreans I saw using next-generation Samsung and LG electronics in the TV ads I watched
online, South Korea turned out to be that, but it also turned out to be something else: a gritty,
bare-knuckled uppercut to the jaw. The noise, the crowds, the traffic, the powerful smells, the
nonstop visual stimulation—the all-night partying, the street protests, the fistfights in Parliament
—all combined to stagger me on my feet moments after I’d stepped into the ring.It’s a lot to
process, so you have to start somewhere. If you’re going to talk about the way South Korea hits
you, you must begin with kimchi. It insists.You catch your first whiff before you’re outside Incheon
International Airport, almost immediately after you deplane. To a Korean, kimchi smells like
home. It’s the rocket fuel of their great leap forward, 150 years of industrialization pressure-
packed into fifty years. To a foreigner, kimchi is at first only a smelly food, a pungent combination



of fermented vegetables—cabbage, radishes, or cucumbers—and spices, chief of which is
garlic. Traditionally made, it steeps in a jar buried in the ground for months, where its awesome
olfactory power builds. Unleashed on every Korean meal, including breakfast, it stings the
nostrils of the uninitiated, causing recoil. It comes in many types and doesn’t smell like just one
thing. Some kimchi smells like cabbage, if the power of that cabbage were intensified a
hundredfold. Some kimchi smells like vinegar and chilies. Some kimchi has almost no smell.
Some kimchi smells like feet. Kimchi exhaust—twenty people who just ate kimchi for lunch
packed into an elevator, exhaling—has a metallic smell, a top note of iron filings that hits like an
anvil and can induce a wooziness over the span of just a few floors. Today’s Koreans have
separate kimchi refrigerators in their homes to isolate the aroma. Sure, it’s cliché to talk about
the smell of kimchi, but to not do so would be to fail at describing an integral part of nearly every
Korean’s daily life and an essential staple of their cultural identity. Kimchi is to Koreans what
hamburgers are to Americans, only more so. Americans (most, anyway) don’t eat hamburgers
with every meal. Kimchi is a reliable place locator. If someone blindfolds you and flies you to a
mystery location and you get off the plane and smell a hamburger, you could be almost anyplace
in the world. You get off the plane and smell kimchi, there’s a really good chance you’ve landed
in Korea. If there were a global prize for a bona fide national dish and staple of cultural identity,
kimchi would win it. Its smell is terrifically, aggressively, proudly Korean and probably the first
bridge that foreigners must at least attempt to cross if they want to know something about this
place.My wife, Rebekah, and I arrived in Seoul in October 2010 after a thirteen-hour nonstop
flight from Washington, D.C. (middle seats, middle aisle). Rebekah was about to begin a two-
year posting in the U.S. Foreign Service at the American embassy in Seoul. I was to take over as
director of global PR for Hyundai Motor Company. We had both left the Washington Post in
Washington, D.C.We had been married for only three months and were still getting to know each
other and wedded life when Rebekah and I uprooted ourselves and moved to a foreign country,
taking new jobs in new careers. I had left a steady twenty-one-year career as a journalist—the
last eighteen years at the Washington Post—to make one leap into public relations and another
leap to living outside America for the first time in my life. Rebekah, the youngest child of a New
Zealander Presbyterian minister emigrated to the U.S., had never spent eighteen years in any
one place. A preacher’s itinerant vocation moved the family around in Rebekah’s youth and
either instilled or complemented a restlessness that was already in her. Unlike most American
kids, she was spoiling to see the world, and had already lived in China, Japan, Lebanon, and
France before we met. For me, going to Korea was going to the moon. For her, it was just the
next spot on an ambitious itinerary.What did we know about South Korea coming in? Little more
than most Americans do: it’s the most wired nation on earth, the kids are ultrahigh academic
achievers, and they eat kimchi. Surrounded by our LG flat-screen TVs, Samsung smartphones,
and Hyundai and Kia cars, most Americans know Korea for its powerhouse consumer brands—
and perhaps for the murderous Kim dynasty in the North whose periodic outbursts alternate
between lethal threats and farce. Had I been asked to name famous Koreans or Korean-



Americans before I arrived in Seoul, it would have made for a short list: U.N. secretary-general
Ban Ki-moon, a few baseball players and actors. My late father was a Korean War vet, so I’d
learned a little bit about the war from him. Depending on the time of year, Seoul is thirteen or
fourteen hours ahead of Washington; Korea literally is in the future. Soon after our arrival, we
stopped saying “South Korea.” We simply called it “Korea,” because that’s what South Koreans
call it. They distinguish the country to the north as Book Han. Book means “north” and Han is
short for Han-Gook, which is what South Koreans call their country. South Koreans see North
Korea as simply the northern part of South Korea, waiting to be reunified. This drives North
Korea nuts, so it calls South Korea Nam Chosun, which means, as you might imagine, “Southern
North Korea.”In our first few days in Korea, we managed a cursory look around Seoul, a ten-
million-person Asian megacity split by the Han River into Gangbuk, the older part of Seoul north
of the river, and Gangnam, the newer, southern part of Seoul. Gangnam—think Fifth Avenue
meets Beverly Hills—was made famous by K-pop star Psy’s YouTube pop hit of 2012, which has
enjoyed more than two billion views on YouTube. Many of Korea’s richest citizens live here; all of
them shop here. Democratic, exuberant, luxurious Gangnam, south of the river, exists because
of decades of labor by Koreans north of the river, who rebuilt the country from ashes, in
privation, directed by the strongman who ran the country. At once, Gangnam feels like the place
where Korea is heading, and gives a hint of the centuries of tradition it is leaving behind.Seoul is
surrounded by mountains; indeed, most of Korea is mountainous, and the hills reminded me of
my home state of West Virginia. Washington, D.C., is at essentially the same latitude as Seoul,
so the climates are similar: sultry summers paired with bitingly cold, short winter days that
ensure diligent Korean salarymen go to work in the dark and come home in the dark for nearly
half of each year. When we arrived in Korea in October, the hills were bursting into familiar
shades of orange, yellow, and red.Seoul lacks the signature skyscraper common in other Asian
megacities—the twin Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur, for instance. Instead, Seoul’s defining
architectural feature is its clusters of beige twenty-story apartment buildings—most with a big
identifying number on the side—built like hills, one behind the other, marching into the distance.
These are the homes of the millions of Koreans who have moved from the countryside to seek
prosperity in the megacity. Nestled between mountains, with flat land scarce, Seoul became a
vertical city.Half of the entire country’s population of 50 million people make Greater Seoul their
home. The next biggest city in Korea has only 3.5 million people. In many ways, Korea is a city-
state, like Singapore, but with more land. Seoul is the white-hot center of Korea in almost every
way that matters, from politics to taste-making trends. And, in many ways, it is the culture engine
for much of East Asia, which ravenously consumes K-Pop and Korean TV dramas. DVDs and
flash drives of the soap operas even find their way into North Korea, through its bribe-friendly
border with China, giving a few of the 25 million North Koreans, shut off from the world, a
tantalizing and agonizing vision of what life is like in the well-fed, beautiful, unfathomably rich
South. Seoul is also home to Korea’s beauty belt—scores of plastic surgery clinics that make
Koreans, per capita, the world’s most cosmetically altered people. It is home to the nation’s best



universities and the massive conglomerates that drive its economy. Understanding Seoul is
crucial to understanding Korea; it is the shimmering reservoir of the country’s endlessly striving
aspirations—the best Korea has to offer.The U.S. embassy is located in the center of Seoul’s
older downtown district, just down the street from the country’s largest and most important
historic palace, the seat of a glorious dynasty that ruled Korea for five hundred years. The
traditionally Korean curved roof of Gyeongbok Palace—gracefully upturned at the ends like a hat
—is an unmistakably ancient and Asian design, stately and handsome. The palace is, as movie
directors would say, Seoul’s establishing shot. Rebekah’s first week as a Foreign Service officer
at the embassy consisted of getting to know her American and Korean local-hire coworkers and
learning the daily work of a consular officer. Basically, her job was to sit in a chair behind a
customer service window for eight hours per day, conducting up to 250 interviews (in Korean)
with Koreans who had applied for visas to visit the U.S.—to go to school, for instance. Her job
was to determine if their reasons were legitimate.My job was at the twin towers of Hyundai Motor
Group, about forty-five minutes south of the embassy in a part of Seoul called Yangjae,
alongside the country’s major north-south highway, which Hyundai’s founder built in 1970. Unlike
Rebekah’s neighborhood, there were few traditional structures to be found near my workplace,
which grew over the past thirty years as Seoulites sprawled southward out of the city. Next to my
office was a supermarket, perhaps Korea’s largest. Across the street, the headquarters of the
country’s trade promotion agency. Down the street was a Costco, a Saturday morning
destination for thousands of Koreans and dozens of ex-pats, whose cars snaked around the
building, waiting for a parking space.Hyundai Motor Group is Korea’s second-largest company,
behind Samsung. It is made up of Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors, and more than thirty affiliate
companies, including auto parts makers, a steel company, and a defense company. I worked for
Hyundai Motor only, part of a family-owned conglomerate, or chaebol, which are similar to the
Japanese zaibatsu. The chaebol powered the rapid growth of Korea and made it what it is today,
the world’s thirteenth-largest economy. The chaebol are composed of dozens of affiliate
businesses—some related to the group’s main business, others not. Through a complicated
governance structure that enables family control with small amounts of share ownership, the
chaebol are handed down from generation to generation. (Though there are other companies in
Korea called Hyundai—more on that later—for brevity’s sake, I’ll refer to my employer, Hyundai
Motor, as simply Hyundai.)Each of the big chaebol faces a pivotal transition, as all stand on the
cusp of being handed down to the third or fourth generations of their founders. One popular joke
goes that in North Korea they hand down governments from father to son. In the South, they
hand down companies. Most inside Korea expect—and many outside Korea hope—the coming
corporate successions will mark a change in the management style and personality of the
chaebol toward a more international, less insular feel. Most of the heirs are fluent in English, a
first for the chaebol. Because of their outsize influence on the Korean economy, the chaebol will
continue to drive Korea’s remarkable growth story. But Korea is at a crossroads and its future
prosperity is not assured. Much of Korea’s future rests on the shoulders of a handful of men in



their thirties and forties, the heirs to the great chaebol. One of them hired me.Not only is Korea
nearly homogenous—at 97 percent ethnic Korean—but it is also probably the third-most
homogenous country on the planet, after Japan and North Korea. Indeed, according to the
government, the family names Kim, Lee, and Park are attached to half of the people there. Even
Koreans joke that the perfect Korean name is Kim Lee Park. Such was my confusion that first
week at work as I met numerous new Korean colleagues, almost all introducing themselves with
some variation of this nomenclature. The highlight of my first few days as Hyundai’s director of
global PR consisted of being shuttled around from office to office at headquarters, meeting an
endless stream of Mr. Kims, Mr. Lees, and Mr. Parks, making some small talk, trying to
comprehend the frequent broken English, bowing and smiling a lot, accepting business cards
with both hands, as is the custom, and then coming back to my office with a stack of cards and
absolutely no idea who was who. My global PR team was feverishly preparing to host several
top-flight European automotive journalists and had no time to brief their new waygookin, or
foreigner, who—as I would come to find out—was not quite their boss.On the Friday night at the
end of my first week of work, my team invited me to a welcome dinner. In truth, it was my boss
Mr. Lee who invited me and my team to dinner. I had not met or even heard of Mr. Lee until my
first day; I had to write “my boss” on his business card so I could remember who he was.
Compounding my confusion, to my untrained eyes, Mr. Lee looked no different than any other
Hyundai executive at headquarters: male, middle-aged, medium height, medium build, black
hair, no facial hair. He dressed like other executives, too: dark suit, white shirt, red or blue tie. Mr.
Lee was more fine-boned than many men his age and, though not an outgoing man, walked with
a bit of a swagger at times. While not outwardly emotive, Mr. Lee would in fact show much
kindness to his out-of-place American PR director. On the times when he drove the two of us to
lunch, without my asking, he would flip his car radio from a K-pop station to one of the two Seoul
radio stations that broadcast in English. I would come to find that Mr. Lee enjoyed good-natured
teasing when drinking with colleagues.Mr. Lee had planned a customary Korean work night out
for the team, the sort of forced socialization, I would come to realize, that was common in Asian
business. Your availability to the company begins before eight a.m. Monday and ends on Friday
night pretty much when your boss decides it’s time to call it quits for the week.And now Rebekah
and I were about to get our first taste of real Korea. More like a force-feeding, really.The twist
was that I had brought Rebekah to dinner. This was wholly unexpected by my team, as wives do
not attend work social functions. As it was explained to me, if my wife and I hosted, say, the one-
hundred-day party for our newborn—a Korean custom—the wife of my team leader might attend.
But every other work-social function, like this dinner, she would not attend. It just wasn’t done,
and it was understood implicitly by the Koreans, as most things are.Not yet aware of this custom,
Rebekah and I met the team at a Korean barbecue restaurant, where the meat is brought to the
table raw and cooked over a tub of hot coals or a grill in the middle of the table. Every square
inch of the table is covered with small bowls of side dishes: greens and noodles and pickled
things and tubers and pickled tubers and the ever-present kimchi. But no barbecue



sauce.“Korean barbecue” was the first example of a phenomenon our State Department
sponsors told us about the day we arrived in Seoul: “Welcome to Korea, the land of Almost, Not
Quite.” What they meant was that Korea, or at least Seoul, looks familiar to Westerners
accustomed to large cities. But as you dive in, you find things are just a little . . . off. Barbecue
with no barbecue sauce. Backing into parking spaces is the rule rather than the exception. No
trash cans in any public space: office, sidewalk, theater, anywhere. The utter absence of voice
mail. Cleaning women showing up in the men’s bathroom while it’s occupied. Dark tint on every
car’s windows. Business attire worn in the office with bedroom slippers and shower sandals.
Green flashing lights on ambulances. Car navigation screens showing live TV that drivers watch
while they’re driving. No individual dishes at meals; instead, everyone helps themselves from
communal plates. Another State Department friend summed it up this way: “If you live in a
foreign country and you have to take a rickshaw to work every day, you’re, like, ‘Okay, this is my
life. I take a rickshaw to work.’ And you ratchet down your expectations accordingly. But here in
Korea, everything looks like it should meet your expectations and when it doesn’t, it’s all the
more frustrating.” The frustration goes both ways. For Koreans, all these things are normal, and
my colleagues quickly grew tired of hearing me discover and comment on these mundane (to
them) realizations.We gathered around a table in a private room, as is the custom for business
dinners. Mr. Lee sat in the middle of one long side of the table, which is the seat always occupied
by the highest-status person in the room. I sat across from him.The evening started off
pleasantly enough, but once the soju came out, things got Korean. Soju is the national drink of
Korea. It is clear alcohol, typically made from rice or barley, but can also be made from sweet
potatoes and other foods. Alcohol content varies by brand but hovers around 28 proof (or
“degree,” as the Koreans say). It comes in small green bottles about the size of an old-style Coke
bottle, and the Korean government keeps the price artificially low at about $1 per bottle, so all
Koreans can afford their birthright: constant access to a momentary escape from their hard lives.
And their lives are plenty hard. When they were a country as poor as the poorest in Africa sixty
years ago, their lives were hard in a daily survival kind of way. Now that Korea is a rich country,
Koreans’ lives are a different kind of hard, with all the physical and psychological problems
caused by a lifetime of constant competition. So they get drunk on soju.Soju—like vodka in
Russia—is more than just a drink. It is the means to team building at work and relationship
bonding outside of work. Ideally the two become one. At one Hyundai dinner I attended, an
executive rose to make his toast, as each male guest is typically expected to do, and shouted to
the group. He raised his glass and asked, rhetorically: “Is this soju?”“No!” they shouted back.“Is
this our spirit?”“Yes!” they replied.I had been warned and had read about the Korean drinking
culture. Indeed, during my first interview with Hyundai, I was asked, “Do you drink alcohol? Your
team will want to show respect to you by giving you drinks.” I told my Korean interviewer that I
enjoy a good beer and, I glibly added, I was sure there were other ways my team could
demonstrate their respect.I was wrong.By most reports, Koreans drink more alcohol than
anyone on earth. By a lot. According to a 2014 European survey, Koreans downed an average of



eleven shots of alcohol per week. This made them number one in the world by more than double
their closest rival, Russia, where the average citizen downs only five shots per week.Problem
number one: I myself am not really a drinker. Neither is my wife. That is to say, we don’t get
drunk, for reasons of faith and health. One of my favorite things to do is go out with a couple of
buddies and, over the course of a three- or four-hour evening, enjoy two, maybe three excellent
beers—say, a pale ale or an IPA or a copper ale. A Korean executive once asked me
exasperatedly, “Don’t you drink?” “I drink beer,” I replied. “Ha!” he spat. I soon came to
understand Koreans don’t really consider beer alcohol, so skewed, by American grown-up
standards, has perception become within the Korean drinking culture.Each guest at our
welcome dinner table had a shot glass for soju and a larger glass—about the size of a bathroom
sink glass—for beer. Both were kept full. And then emptied. And then filled, and so on. In Korea,
it is polite to pour the drinks for your tablemates and considered rude if their glasses go empty.
You pour either with two hands on the bottle or the right hand on the bottle and the left hand
respectfully touching your right elbow. The person receiving the drink holds their glass
respectfully with two hands. Then they return the pour. My new teammates would either toast
“Geonbae,” which means “To your health,” or “Wehayo,” which simply means “To your . . .” (fill in
the blank: to your health, to your business success, whatever).Pretty soon, everyone was
shouting “One shot!” and downing the soju shots. As the welcome dinner progressed and
everyone got drunker and more red-faced, variations on the one shot appeared: the “love shot,”
where two drinkers loop arms, their faces close together, and down the shot; the shot where you
prove you’ve downed your shot by turning the glass upside down over your head; and the
Korean “bomb shot,” called a boilermaker in the States, where you drop your shot of soju into
your beer, down it all in one drink, and rattle the glasses to prove they’re empty while the rest of
your drinking mates cheer.The ringleader was Ben, my team leader. Self-confident and tall, Ben
was, like most Hyundai men his age, a Hyundai lifer and a patriot. “First job, last job,” they would
all say. Once, when asked why he liked working for Hyundai, Ben said, “It makes me proud to
help make Korea strong.” Ben was the entertainer in chief for our global PR team; in terms of
drinking, he was our enabler in chief. Like many Koreans in business, Ben had taken an English
first name because Koreans fear their Korean names are too difficult for Westerners to
pronounce. Ben and I were about the same age and, despite our radically different backgrounds,
shared a couple of touchstones, including eighties rock. His favorite band was Queen.As a team
leader, it was Ben’s job to execute Hyundai executives’ orders, wherever they may come.
Imagine team leaders like army sergeants, carrying out an officer’s orders. If the Hyundai
executive—in this case, my boss—orders and hosts the dinner, it is the team leader’s job to
carry out his commanding officer’s orders. But that’s the Western way of looking at it. I would
come to understand that Ben thought of himself like a father or a big brother to his subordinate
team members. Ben’s attitude was just one of the many profound ways the concept of
Confucianism—Korea’s de facto national religion—weaves its way into every strand of Korean
life.Ben was also emblematic of Korean working stiffs in another way: He was a gireogi appa, or



“goose daddy.” In the way that male geese fly far from their nests for long periods of time to
gather food for their families, as the folklore goes, Korean gireogi appa sacrifice time with their
families in order to provide for them by furthering their careers with Hyundai. This means living
on opposite sides of the world, sometimes for years, missing births, anniversaries, and huge
chunks of childhoods, save for a couple short visits per year, to take the job Hyundai has
assigned. In Ben’s case, his family had followed him to a Hyundai posting years earlier in the
U.S. and stayed behind when he was recalled to Korea. His computer screensaver at work
showed the current time in his family’s U.S. time zone. He saw his wife and kids once, maybe
twice a year.For this evening’s activities, Ben’s job was to incite heavy drinking and high-volume
merriment, and he ran quite a show. There was yelling, and lots of it. Laughing, and cross-
talking, and team members mocking each other, and “Wehayo!” shouted three times in a hearty
toast, and people running around the table to pour soju for each other—and especially for my
boss, Mr. Lee—who sat quieter but still amused and fully invested—to show their respect for
him. For some reason, one of my team members showed her affection for us by joyfully pinching
us with two fingers, like a crab’s claw.At one point I asked Rebekah, “Have you ever seen
anything like this before?” The last time I had seen anyone drinking this way was during quarter-
beer nights at West Virginia University in the 1980s. But at least Rebekah knew what was
coming.“Sure,” she said. “Remember, I lived in Asia for four years.”Rebekah was one of those
rare American kids who, when they graduate from college, can’t wait to get out of the country.
Not because she hated America but because she felt claustrophobic. From her earliest
adulthood, Rebekah sought overseas adventure. Right out of college, she found a job with a
Lebanese trading company in Hong Kong. After two years cavorting with other young,
glamorous ex-pats, she was not ready to come home yet. So she went to Sendai, Japan, for two
years, where she taught English to Japanese high school girls, bridging the cultural gap in
inventive ways, such as leading them in a production of Pippi Longstocking.Rebekah
understood that, throughout East Asia, drinking is not only a social pastime; it is a tool for
conducting business and for developing tight bonds among employees and business partners.
And so here was my almost, not quite introduction to Korean salaryman culture. Before I worked
in Korea, I held many of the classic white American stereotypes about Asians: hardworking,
good students, quiet, and reserved. More likely to be found in the lab or the orchestra than in
politics or sports. Indeed, during my first week at Hyundai, it was remarkable how quiet office life
was. Most workers stayed at their desks working or huddled in quiet meetings. There were few
desk-side conversations that did not relate to work, little laughing, and none of the loud cross-
newsroom bonhomie I enjoyed at the Post.And yet here, outside of work on a Friday night, I was
surrounded by a dozen cavorting Korean party animals. Unlike in the U.S., with its more relaxed
offices, work culture and after-work behavior weren’t all that different. In Korea, I came to learn,
you behave one way at work and another outside of work, and often the two behaviors are
jarringly extreme.Just when I thought the commotion in our private room had reached its pitch,
someone pushed a button on the table summoning the waitress and more meat was ordered. A



guy with tongs humped in another bucket of red-hot coals and set it into the recess in the middle
of the table as the waitress fixed a grill over the coals and plopped down more pieces of red
uncooked sirloin, slicing them up with a pair of scissors while we watched. While smoke rose
from the sizzling beef, and sparking hot coals were hauled perilously close to bare skin, and
there was laughing and jostling and amid all this commotion, I hadn’t noticed that one of my
team members had wheeled in a cart lined with two rows of glasses: a row of full beer glasses
holding up a row of full soju shot glasses on top, each shot glass balanced on the lips of two
glasses.I was told it was my honor to take the customary metal Korean chopsticks and lightly tap
the first shot glass in the row, thereby triggering a chain reaction that would drop each shot glass
into a glass of beer, which would then be handed out to all the guests, who would down the
bomb shot. I was told it was very tricky and only real Koreans can do it. That was a lie, if a well-
intentioned one, as it’s almost impossible not to make the chain reaction happen. But after I did
it, I was welcomed, in a way, to Korea. Just to make sure we were both properly blooded,
Rebekah was required to do her own chain reaction, too. My team members quickly adapted to
her presence and welcomed her at the dinner, probably understanding I didn’t know the
custom.After two hours of this saturnalia, we were shocked to discover that we had completed
only round one of the evening. Round two is noraebang, which means “song room,” which
means karaoke. Bright lights, more drinking, and lots of enthusiastic singing.Problem number
two: I don’t really do karaoke. And that’s an issue because karaoke is no joke in Asia. Every year,
there are reports from the Philippines or Thailand or China or Japan about stabbings because
someone was intolerably butchering a version of Frank Sinatra’s “My Way,” which is an anthem
of Asian salarymen—because, I think, Asian salarymen don’t get to do anything their way. In
Korea, I came to learn, karaoke is a standard part of an evening’s entertainment, regardless of
age, gender, professional, or social status. And everyone has their go-to karaoke song.We all
piled out of the restaurant into the street and walked to a nearby noraebang, laughing and
talking loudly in Korean and English. We crammed into a windowless room with banquettes.
Thick plastic-covered songbooks in English and Korean were handed around. The music started
and one of my team members began singing while everyone else started clapping and signing
along. Ben ordered soju and the action escalated over the next few songs as the strobe lights
kicked in and the dancing started.Naturally, my boss sang “My Way.” I sang a couple of English
songs, a little bit of Billy Joel because no Clash was available. After an hour or so, exhausted,
bloated from ingesting pounds of grilled meat, head spinning, clothes infused with cigarette
smoke and sweat (much of it mine), my wife and I begged out and asked to be driven home. The
team was disappointed, but we insisted. Apparently, there could have been a round three in the
offing.Escorted into the mercifully crisp and smoke-free autumn air by the most junior member of
the team, Eduardo, we waited for the black Hyundai sedan to take us home. Eduardo was a
young Korean, new to Hyundai, who had spent several years growing up outside of Korea. His
father, a doctor, practiced overseas and Eduardo had attended American school in Peru and
had lived in California. He spoke English like an American without a regional accent. Because of



this and his junior status on the team, Eduardo had been assigned by Ben to be my man Friday,
as it were. Not only was he to help me with whatever work tasks I needed, but he would also help
me schedule maintenance for my car with Korean-speaking mechanics, take emergency phone
calls from the gas station when my company credit card no longer worked, and inform me, on
the QT and after the fact, why I shouldn’t make self-deprecating jokes in front of my
team.Eduardo became my invaluable Tenzing Norgay. Without Norgay, Sir Edmund Hillary would
never have scaled Everest. Without Eduardo, I never would have come to understand the
admittedly small bit of this incredibly complex and ancient culture. And I probably would have
been sacked from Hyundai within six months.While we were waiting for our driver outside the
noreabang, Eduardo, who always had one foot in Korean culture and the other outside, was
apologetic about the whole evening. “Sir,” Eduardo said—he always called me “sir,” and still does
—“I’m sorry about all this Korean bullshit.”“No worries,” I slurred, my temples pounding. I felt like
I’d been blown through a jet engine and then used to mop the floor of a frat house the morning
after an epic party. Rebekah and I piled into the backseat of the car and slumped together,
holding hands. Our silent Korean driver weaved through the endless red brake lights of Seoul
traffic, as seemingly heavy at eleven p.m. as it had been in morning rush hour. Through the tinted
windows of our sedan we saw sidewalks packed with well-dressed Koreans window-shopping
and taking selfies. Dancing videos promoting products and Korean soap operas stretched
several stories high on the sides of buildings, turning darkness into a pulsing, multicolored
daylight. We caught the iron-filing whiff of kimchi exhaust on our driver’s breath. I would try, but I
wasn’t sure I was ever going to get used to its smell. Rebekah and I looked at each other with the
same question on our faces. Where were we headed? Home?2THREE MIDLIFE CRISESOn my
first morning of work at Hyundai, at a little after seven a.m. on a Monday in early October 2010, I
walked into the brightly lit, marble-floored multistory atrium of the headquarters lobby. With
gleaming new Hyundai and Kia models on raised stands all around me, I stood there mystified,
entranced, overwhelmed, the lone Caucasian standing stock-still as hundreds of Koreans
streamed around me, like an endless school of fish flowing past a rock stuck in a stream. A
young Korean colleague noticed my profound sense of lostness and came over to help. He knew
what I was thinking, laughed, and said, in lightly accented English, “Too many Koreans!”If you’re
new to almost anywhere in Asia, nothing prepares you for the crushing multitude of bodies
seemingly packed into every available space. Seoul is the third-densest big city in the world,
trailing only Delhi and Mumbai.Koreans seemed to thrive on this closeness. One of the first
things I noticed in my new country is how physically intimate Koreans are with their friends of the
same sex. Walking through the lobby on my first day of work, I saw several pairs of (and here I
was guessing) heterosexual women walking arm-in-arm. It is common to see a young salaryman
walking with an arm slung around the shoulder of his male friend, in a way that looks antique, like
Huck Finn, to Americans. We Americans, on the other hand, like our personal space, even with
our closest of friends. Koreans seemed at home in crowds and comfortable being up close. This
was going to take some getting used to.Part of the power of Seoul’s density comes from its



monolithic population. Everyone in Korea of course does not look alike, and you learn to see that
the longer you live there, but they look alike enough to a newcomer that it creates an
overwhelming feeling of being the only Other in a sea of sameness. I wasn’t just the only
American in the Hyundai lobby on my first morning. I was the only American at Hyundai
headquarters, full stop. Of the few thousand employees who worked there, fewer than a dozen
were non-Koreans. So I already stood out. At six foot two, white, and XL size, even more so.But,
as much as it felt that way at the moment, I was not alone. When I arrived in Korea and at
Hyundai, all three of us—the country, the company, and I—were heading into uncharted territory:
our midlife crises.These were not the hedonistic, leave-your-wife-and-get-a-Corvette midlife
crises. These were the kind where you realize you’ve spent your entire adult life pushing,
climbing, and striving toward something and then, in your forties, pulling up like a distance
runner taking a break, putting your hands on your hips, and taking a look around. Evaluating
where you are and comparing it to where you thought you’d be. Who you are and comparing it to
who you thought you’d be. In the worst cases, wondering, “Is this all there is?” In the best cases,
trying to figure out your second act.In 2010, Hyundai Motor was forty-three years old, having
been established in 1967. I was forty-six, having been established in 1963. And although South
Korea became its own nation in 1948, the late forties and fifties were a terrible, directionless time
for the fledgling country, which took the worse end of a brutal three-year war waged by North
Korea and afterward staggered through two inept administrations, corruption, internecine
squabbling, and abject poverty. Modern South Korea, the beginning of what we see today, did
not start until military strongman Park Chung-hee’s coup in 1961 put the nation on its path to
prosperity and modernity. In this respect, in 2010, South Korea was only forty-nine years old.We
were all trying to engineer the next stage of our lives. The stakes were high.Hyundai could keep
chugging along, cranking out very good if unremarkable cheap cars. Or it could try something
radical and untested and aspire to become something much more than what it was and what
people expected it to be. If Hyundai faltered, its moment might not come again. Soon it could be
bypassed by waves of Chinese economy cars and might never rise above the level of being the
Brand That’s Almost As Good As Toyota.Korea could rest on its laurels, congratulating itself for
how far it had come so quickly—maybe the fastest industrialized development in history—and
enjoy the fact that Samsung, Hyundai, and LG Electronics had become global brands. But the
country knew that if it started coasting, it faced the prospect of becoming another Japan: zero
population growth coupled with a swelling over–sixty-five population weighing down a stagnant
economy overly dependent on national champion conglomerates that may be past their prime.
Korea’s leaders understood that just doing more of what got Korea to where it was in 2010 was
not enough if the country was going to write the next chapter of its remarkable growth story.
Korea had to become something else besides what it was.If I washed out as a PR executive in a
foreign company, we’d still have Rebekah’s Foreign Service job, free housing for two years, and
a grand adventure. But I didn’t want to wash out. I had only fifteen to twenty prime earning years
left and was heading a family for the first time. If I could succeed at this job, I could set us on



solid financial footing for years to come in a way I never could on a journalist’s salary. More
important, I was starting a family late in life. Most middle-aged family men had already made
their radical change from bachelorhood to husband and father in their twenties and thirties. I was
a forty-six-year-old first-time newlywed. Like an old stag deer, I had long settled into my life
patterns, wearing footpaths around Washington, between friends, and within the Post. Now, for
the first time in my adult life, I had to pay attention to someone else’s opinion of me. And start a
new career. And do it in a foreign country. That was my midlife crisis.The big question was: How
would Hyundai, Korea, or I know if we had made it through our midlife crises? How would we
know if we had succeeded in writing a second act? With businesses and governments, you can
establish quantifiable measurements, or KPIs—key performance indicators, as they’re called.
Former South Korean president Lee Myung-bak campaigned on a catchy “747” platform: he
wanted to achieve 7 percent GDP growth, reach a $40,000 per capita income, and make Korea
the world’s seventh-largest economy. Hyundai worked to achieve a top-three quality ranking
among its global competitors. But would Korea have to look beyond GDP growth and
employment? Would Hyundai’s midlife transition require new metrics? What about me? How
would I know—when would I know—if I’d done it? What were my KPIs?It was my great good
fortune to have arrived at Hyundai at the moment it was launching its grand experiment and just
as Korea began trying to reimagine itself. My global PR team would be instrumental in Hyundai’s
next big step, and I had a press box seat for the beginning of Korea’s attempted transformation.
The number of foreign executives who had worked at the big Korean chaebol—ever—could be
counted on two hands. This was history being made, and I had insider access that almost no
other waygookin could or would have.HYUNDAI’S MAKEOVERWhen I joined Hyundai, the
company was a couple of years into a strong run of growing sales and increasing reputation
around the globe, especially in the U.S. The world’s biggest automakers—Chevrolet,
Volkswagen, Toyota, Nissan, Honda—saw Hyundai as you might see a car coming up fast in
your rearview mirror.Starting in 2008, Hyundai began an aggressive overseas capacity
expansion. It raised new automotive manufacturing plants in the Czech Republic, India, and
China and had blueprints for new plants that would open in the next few years in Russia and
Brazil. In 2008, Hyundai sold 2.8 million cars globally. By the end of 2013, it was 4.7 million.
Combined with its sister company, Kia, Hyundai had become the world’s fifth-largest automaker,
trailing only GM, Toyota, Volkswagen, and—barely—Ford. Even without Kia, Hyundai’s global
market share was 5 percent, the same as Fiat Chrysler’s and bigger than Honda’s. In the U.S.,
Hyundai sold nearly 540,000 cars in 2010—more than Dodge.To me, as with most Americans
who hadn’t paid close attention to the Korean auto industry during the 2000s, Hyundai still had
the air of a joke about it. It entered the U.S. market in 1985 with the low-priced Excel and
followed with other inexpensive models and chirpy advertising. They were seen as a cheaper,
pluckier alternative to Japanese cars, already well established in the States.But as the eighties
turned into the nineties, the first Hyundai cars aged poorly. Subsequent generations of offerings
to the U.S. market were badly turned out, with low quality and rust problems. The nadir came in



1998 when Hyundai sold only a little more than 90,000 cars in the U.S. Hyundai became to the
nineties what Yugo had been to the eighties: a punch line.So it’s no surprise that most
Americans missed Hyundai’s radical management philosophy shift in 1999. Switching from a
manufacture-and-export model, Hyundai established an aggressive and sprawling quality
management regime, appointed a vice chairman of quality, ramped up R & D efforts,
benchmarked the best Japanese competitors, and set seemingly unrealistic goals. As former
Hyundai Motor America CEO John Krafcik used to say: “We keep setting targets we don’t know
how we can meet.” Even better, Hyundai’s head of R & D once told reporters: “We make 7 million
cars a year and we have to have the same quality as BMW, which makes only 2 million.” Mass
production is the killer of quality: the more cars you make, the greater the chance of quality
problems. Yet Hyundai demanded elite, European levels of quality in its cars and expected its
designers, engineers, and manufacturers to deliver. By 2009 this strategy was beginning to pay
off. Hyundai’s quality was becoming the equal, if not superior in some metrics, to that of its
Japanese rivals.The quality improvements came incrementally over a decade. But in 2009, in
one grand and unexpected flourish, Hyundai shocked the auto industry when it debuted a
groundbreaking new design on its big-selling Sonata sedan. Called “Fluidic Sculpture,” the look
was all curves and swoops. In one move, Hyundai had leaped from bland fast follower to
industry design leader, forcing competitors such as Nissan and Toyota to overhaul or at least
examine their own cars’ designs.Critics favorably compared the new Sonata’s design to the
Mercedes C-class. A bold character line swept along the side of the Sonata—Hyundai designers
called it the “orchid stroke”—and it arced like a javelin in flight, giving the car a look of tension
and velocity. Some Hyundai lifers considered the Fluidic Sculpture Sonata the first car of
Hyundai’s modern era.In subsequent years, new models, such as Hyundai’s Veloster, adopted
the stylish and sporty new design. Existing models, such as Elantra and Accent, were
redesigned to the Fluidic Sculpture form. For the first time, Hyundai had a distinct family look,
one that was directly contributing to sales and, more important in the auto industry, to
“conquests”—winning new buyers from other auto brands. A big chunk of Hyundai’s staggering
20 percent 2011 sales increase in the U.S. was attributable to Fluidic Sculpture. It was an
astounding concept: people were buying Hyundai cars for their looks.The new design helped
Hyundai’s sales, but so did risky management thinking. When other automakers radically cut
back on new product development during the Great Recession of 2008–2009—and while two of
America’s Big Three were in bankruptcy—cash-rich Hyundai stepped on the gas and raced
ahead with new product development. That meant that when the financial gloom began to lift in
late 2009 and 2010, Hyundai had one of the industry’s youngest lineups of cars—striking new
models that made the competition look old and stodgy. And it didn’t hurt that a relatively weak
Korean currency made car prices in the U.S. and other overseas markets competitive.Shortly
after I arrived in Korea in 2010, Car and Driver put the Hyundai Sonata on its annual list of Ten
Best Cars—the first time any Hyundai had cracked the Car and Driver list. And yet, in late 2010,
just as the company appeared to outsiders to be settling in for a long and profitable run as a high-



quality volume carmaker, finally the equal to its Japanese rivals, continuing to build new factories
and someday challenging to be the world’s biggest automaker—maybe even become the new
Toyota—internally, Hyundai was planning something altogether different and much, much
riskier.Hyundai had looked around the auto industry and noticed a few things. If you go to a
motor show in Shanghai or Beijing or Guangzhou, you’ll see the Chinese brands: SAIC, BYD,
Great Wall, Geely, and so on. The reason you don’t see them on the streets of North America or
Europe is they’re not good enough. Not high enough quality, not safe enough, not enough
features. Yet. But soon they will be. And, thanks to tight cooperation with the Chinese
government, they will be sold at prices that automakers such as Hyundai cannot beat without
taking a loss. Hyundai knew that lower-priced rivals would come in soon at the bottom of its
lineup and that the company could not compete on price.Second, Hyundai looked at its
Japanese rivals’ attempts to create luxury brands: Toyota’s Lexus, Nissan’s Infiniti, and Honda’s
Acura. They offer seriously mixed results. Only Lexus is a true success, and it took years for it to
become profitable—setting up an entirely new “sales channel,” or dealerships and infrastructure,
to support a new luxury brand is extraordinarily expensive. Furthermore, not one of those luxury
brands added one ounce of prestige—or, in auto industry argot, “halo”—to its parent brand. No
buyer thinks better of their Toyota because the same company also makes Lexus. In fact, the
opposite may be true. Nissan, for instance, worried that its Infiniti premium brand was being
harmed by the fact that customers know it is made by Nissan.So Hyundai decided upon a
radical and untested idea: it would not split its most expensive cars off into a separate Lexus-like
brand, condemning its cheaper cars to a permanent ghetto under the Hyundai “H” logo. Instead,
it would keep all of its cars, from its low-cost subcompact to its luxury sedans, under one
Hyundai badge and it would attempt to haul the entire brand upmarket. This would give it some
breathing room at the bottom of its lineup, allow it to extend the upper range of its lineup and
gradually raise all prices over time. No other automaker had tried this.As audacious and perhaps
even foolhardy as this may have seemed at first glance—“You’re talking about Hyundai going
upmarket? Really?”—in some ways, Hyundai may have been the only major automaker
positioned to carry this off. Because Hyundai is so young, it is largely unburdened by history.
Unlike Ford or Dodge or Mercedes or even Toyota, Hyundai doesn’t have to overcome one
hundred years of brand perception. Hyundai has been in the consciousness of the U.S. and
Europe for only a little more than twenty-five years. For the first fifteen or so, the brand was a
joke. Then, for the past ten years, it was good. Going forward, there was no reason it couldn’t be
anything it wanted. In markets where Hyundai has been for only ten or fifteen years, such as
China, it is already considered a premium brand.Hyundai’s other takeaway from its analysis of
the global auto industry’s future was the marketing miracle that was Audi. Until the 1990s, Audi
was the poor-selling stodgy uncle of German cars—basically overpriced Volkswagens. Then
Audi underwent a radical makeover, putting design at the forefront and giving itself a corporate
identity: maker of gorgeous luxury cars. The designer behind the vanguard car of the sleek new
look, the Audi TT sports coupe, was a hip, bespectacled German named Peter Schreyer who



dressed only in all black.So, in 2006, Hyundai went and got Schreyer.Schreyer’s first job was
head of design for Kia; in 2013 he was put in charge of Hyundai, too. Audi is now the world’s
number two–selling luxury car badge. The thing is, until recently, Audis had not been particularly
great cars, as judged by initial quality, reliability, and cost-to-maintain measurements, but they
are beautiful and benefit from cachet-driven advertising and a premium image. This lesson was
not lost on Hyundai. Good design doesn’t just sell cars; it establishes a brand presence and
value and it is the way customers interact with your product. All you have to do is look at Apple to
know how important design is.Aiming upmarket was a big risk. It was one thing for Hyundai and
Korea to match blows with Toyota and Japan. The auto industry could easily do the math and
understand that if Hyundai kept building factories, it could sell as many cars as Toyota before
long. But to aim for Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz? And to try to compete on something as tough
to quantify as brand? That was a kind of chutzpah that maybe the rest of the world didn’t yet
understand about Hyundai.Hyundai set on course its grand ambition only three months after I
started. Over the three years I was there, the company’s progress—and missteps—toward
becoming a premium brand would be marked at every auto show, when Hyundai unveiled a new
car that instantly exceeded or fell below the expectations it was setting for itself. It would be
marked by every Car of the Year Award a Hyundai won—or didn’t win. It would be marked by
every slide up or down the industry-wide quality ratings, every recall, every good or bad car
review. This would be a long, uphill trudge, marked by signposts along the way. They would tell
us if the idea was working—if customers were buying the idea that Hyundai could be more than
what it was. It they didn’t, or if market conditions and other factors changed in the coming years
and it made sense for Hyundai to change tack and spin off a luxury sub-brand, the company was
sensible and nimble enough to do it. But for now, this was the plan. Hyundai was all in. It’s hard
to think of a major global company that had set itself higher stakes. This would have been like
Walmart suddenly trying to convince its customers it was Neiman Marcus. Would anyone buy
that?This task is even tougher, and more costly, than it sounds. Going upscale would require
more than marketing savvy and slick advertising. To succeed, to elevate its brand—and its prices
—Hyundai needed to make significantly better cars. Better-looking, higher-performance, world-
class quality. From its cheapest to its most expensive cars. What I didn’t know when I arrived at
Hyundai was that they were already on the drawing board, being tested in wind tunnels and
getting polished for their big motor show rollouts.DEDICATIONTO MY WIFE, REBEKAH,AND
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peppy K-pop music pounded in my ears. Secondhand cigarette smoke filled my lungs; my crisp
blue dress shirt was now soaked with my own sweat and splattered with beef drippings and
mysterious sauces that had been served with dinner earlier in the evening. Flashing colored
lights cut through the dark, windowless room I’d been packed into with a dozen yelling, clapping,
laughing, hugging Koreans. A karaoke screen on a wall projected animations of saucer-eyed
children and song lyrics in English and Korean. My wife must be somewhere in the room, but
she seemed to have slipped just beyond my reach as I was jostled by the exuberant crowd that
shout-sang along with the two Koreans sharing a microphone as some Korean pop tune played.
When they weren’t shouting or singing, they were downing shots of whatever it was the older
Korean ladies kept bringing in little green bottles. Drank, that is, whatever wasn’t spilled on the
floor or on each other.And here I was: sopping wet, laughing, singing incoherently and hugging
people I’d met only five days earlier. Welcome to Korea.I had expected South Korea to be more
sterile. I’d had this feeling that South Korea existed thirty or so years in the future, where things
are cleaner and more orderly, the way Japan used to seem. With its booming growth, strong
democracy, ultrafast Internet, supersmart students, and all the sleek, impeccably groomed
Koreans I saw using next-generation Samsung and LG electronics in the TV ads I watched
online, South Korea turned out to be that, but it also turned out to be something else: a gritty,
bare-knuckled uppercut to the jaw. The noise, the crowds, the traffic, the powerful smells, the
nonstop visual stimulation—the all-night partying, the street protests, the fistfights in Parliament
—all combined to stagger me on my feet moments after I’d stepped into the ring.It’s a lot to
process, so you have to start somewhere. If you’re going to talk about the way South Korea hits
you, you must begin with kimchi. It insists.You catch your first whiff before you’re outside Incheon
International Airport, almost immediately after you deplane. To a Korean, kimchi smells like
home. It’s the rocket fuel of their great leap forward, 150 years of industrialization pressure-
packed into fifty years. To a foreigner, kimchi is at first only a smelly food, a pungent combination



of fermented vegetables—cabbage, radishes, or cucumbers—and spices, chief of which is
garlic. Traditionally made, it steeps in a jar buried in the ground for months, where its awesome
olfactory power builds. Unleashed on every Korean meal, including breakfast, it stings the
nostrils of the uninitiated, causing recoil. It comes in many types and doesn’t smell like just one
thing. Some kimchi smells like cabbage, if the power of that cabbage were intensified a
hundredfold. Some kimchi smells like vinegar and chilies. Some kimchi has almost no smell.
Some kimchi smells like feet. Kimchi exhaust—twenty people who just ate kimchi for lunch
packed into an elevator, exhaling—has a metallic smell, a top note of iron filings that hits like an
anvil and can induce a wooziness over the span of just a few floors. Today’s Koreans have
separate kimchi refrigerators in their homes to isolate the aroma. Sure, it’s cliché to talk about
the smell of kimchi, but to not do so would be to fail at describing an integral part of nearly every
Korean’s daily life and an essential staple of their cultural identity. Kimchi is to Koreans what
hamburgers are to Americans, only more so. Americans (most, anyway) don’t eat hamburgers
with every meal. Kimchi is a reliable place locator. If someone blindfolds you and flies you to a
mystery location and you get off the plane and smell a hamburger, you could be almost anyplace
in the world. You get off the plane and smell kimchi, there’s a really good chance you’ve landed
in Korea. If there were a global prize for a bona fide national dish and staple of cultural identity,
kimchi would win it. Its smell is terrifically, aggressively, proudly Korean and probably the first
bridge that foreigners must at least attempt to cross if they want to know something about this
place.My wife, Rebekah, and I arrived in Seoul in October 2010 after a thirteen-hour nonstop
flight from Washington, D.C. (middle seats, middle aisle). Rebekah was about to begin a two-
year posting in the U.S. Foreign Service at the American embassy in Seoul. I was to take over as
director of global PR for Hyundai Motor Company. We had both left the Washington Post in
Washington, D.C.We had been married for only three months and were still getting to know each
other and wedded life when Rebekah and I uprooted ourselves and moved to a foreign country,
taking new jobs in new careers. I had left a steady twenty-one-year career as a journalist—the
last eighteen years at the Washington Post—to make one leap into public relations and another
leap to living outside America for the first time in my life. Rebekah, the youngest child of a New
Zealander Presbyterian minister emigrated to the U.S., had never spent eighteen years in any
one place. A preacher’s itinerant vocation moved the family around in Rebekah’s youth and
either instilled or complemented a restlessness that was already in her. Unlike most American
kids, she was spoiling to see the world, and had already lived in China, Japan, Lebanon, and
France before we met. For me, going to Korea was going to the moon. For her, it was just the
next spot on an ambitious itinerary.What did we know about South Korea coming in? Little more
than most Americans do: it’s the most wired nation on earth, the kids are ultrahigh academic
achievers, and they eat kimchi. Surrounded by our LG flat-screen TVs, Samsung smartphones,
and Hyundai and Kia cars, most Americans know Korea for its powerhouse consumer brands—
and perhaps for the murderous Kim dynasty in the North whose periodic outbursts alternate
between lethal threats and farce. Had I been asked to name famous Koreans or Korean-



Americans before I arrived in Seoul, it would have made for a short list: U.N. secretary-general
Ban Ki-moon, a few baseball players and actors. My late father was a Korean War vet, so I’d
learned a little bit about the war from him. Depending on the time of year, Seoul is thirteen or
fourteen hours ahead of Washington; Korea literally is in the future. Soon after our arrival, we
stopped saying “South Korea.” We simply called it “Korea,” because that’s what South Koreans
call it. They distinguish the country to the north as Book Han. Book means “north” and Han is
short for Han-Gook, which is what South Koreans call their country. South Koreans see North
Korea as simply the northern part of South Korea, waiting to be reunified. This drives North
Korea nuts, so it calls South Korea Nam Chosun, which means, as you might imagine, “Southern
North Korea.”In our first few days in Korea, we managed a cursory look around Seoul, a ten-
million-person Asian megacity split by the Han River into Gangbuk, the older part of Seoul north
of the river, and Gangnam, the newer, southern part of Seoul. Gangnam—think Fifth Avenue
meets Beverly Hills—was made famous by K-pop star Psy’s YouTube pop hit of 2012, which has
enjoyed more than two billion views on YouTube. Many of Korea’s richest citizens live here; all of
them shop here. Democratic, exuberant, luxurious Gangnam, south of the river, exists because
of decades of labor by Koreans north of the river, who rebuilt the country from ashes, in
privation, directed by the strongman who ran the country. At once, Gangnam feels like the place
where Korea is heading, and gives a hint of the centuries of tradition it is leaving behind.Seoul is
surrounded by mountains; indeed, most of Korea is mountainous, and the hills reminded me of
my home state of West Virginia. Washington, D.C., is at essentially the same latitude as Seoul,
so the climates are similar: sultry summers paired with bitingly cold, short winter days that
ensure diligent Korean salarymen go to work in the dark and come home in the dark for nearly
half of each year. When we arrived in Korea in October, the hills were bursting into familiar
shades of orange, yellow, and red.Seoul lacks the signature skyscraper common in other Asian
megacities—the twin Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur, for instance. Instead, Seoul’s defining
architectural feature is its clusters of beige twenty-story apartment buildings—most with a big
identifying number on the side—built like hills, one behind the other, marching into the distance.
These are the homes of the millions of Koreans who have moved from the countryside to seek
prosperity in the megacity. Nestled between mountains, with flat land scarce, Seoul became a
vertical city.Half of the entire country’s population of 50 million people make Greater Seoul their
home. The next biggest city in Korea has only 3.5 million people. In many ways, Korea is a city-
state, like Singapore, but with more land. Seoul is the white-hot center of Korea in almost every
way that matters, from politics to taste-making trends. And, in many ways, it is the culture engine
for much of East Asia, which ravenously consumes K-Pop and Korean TV dramas. DVDs and
flash drives of the soap operas even find their way into North Korea, through its bribe-friendly
border with China, giving a few of the 25 million North Koreans, shut off from the world, a
tantalizing and agonizing vision of what life is like in the well-fed, beautiful, unfathomably rich
South. Seoul is also home to Korea’s beauty belt—scores of plastic surgery clinics that make
Koreans, per capita, the world’s most cosmetically altered people. It is home to the nation’s best



universities and the massive conglomerates that drive its economy. Understanding Seoul is
crucial to understanding Korea; it is the shimmering reservoir of the country’s endlessly striving
aspirations—the best Korea has to offer.The U.S. embassy is located in the center of Seoul’s
older downtown district, just down the street from the country’s largest and most important
historic palace, the seat of a glorious dynasty that ruled Korea for five hundred years. The
traditionally Korean curved roof of Gyeongbok Palace—gracefully upturned at the ends like a hat
—is an unmistakably ancient and Asian design, stately and handsome. The palace is, as movie
directors would say, Seoul’s establishing shot. Rebekah’s first week as a Foreign Service officer
at the embassy consisted of getting to know her American and Korean local-hire coworkers and
learning the daily work of a consular officer. Basically, her job was to sit in a chair behind a
customer service window for eight hours per day, conducting up to 250 interviews (in Korean)
with Koreans who had applied for visas to visit the U.S.—to go to school, for instance. Her job
was to determine if their reasons were legitimate.My job was at the twin towers of Hyundai Motor
Group, about forty-five minutes south of the embassy in a part of Seoul called Yangjae,
alongside the country’s major north-south highway, which Hyundai’s founder built in 1970. Unlike
Rebekah’s neighborhood, there were few traditional structures to be found near my workplace,
which grew over the past thirty years as Seoulites sprawled southward out of the city. Next to my
office was a supermarket, perhaps Korea’s largest. Across the street, the headquarters of the
country’s trade promotion agency. Down the street was a Costco, a Saturday morning
destination for thousands of Koreans and dozens of ex-pats, whose cars snaked around the
building, waiting for a parking space.Hyundai Motor Group is Korea’s second-largest company,
behind Samsung. It is made up of Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors, and more than thirty affiliate
companies, including auto parts makers, a steel company, and a defense company. I worked for
Hyundai Motor only, part of a family-owned conglomerate, or chaebol, which are similar to the
Japanese zaibatsu. The chaebol powered the rapid growth of Korea and made it what it is today,
the world’s thirteenth-largest economy. The chaebol are composed of dozens of affiliate
businesses—some related to the group’s main business, others not. Through a complicated
governance structure that enables family control with small amounts of share ownership, the
chaebol are handed down from generation to generation. (Though there are other companies in
Korea called Hyundai—more on that later—for brevity’s sake, I’ll refer to my employer, Hyundai
Motor, as simply Hyundai.)Each of the big chaebol faces a pivotal transition, as all stand on the
cusp of being handed down to the third or fourth generations of their founders. One popular joke
goes that in North Korea they hand down governments from father to son. In the South, they
hand down companies. Most inside Korea expect—and many outside Korea hope—the coming
corporate successions will mark a change in the management style and personality of the
chaebol toward a more international, less insular feel. Most of the heirs are fluent in English, a
first for the chaebol. Because of their outsize influence on the Korean economy, the chaebol will
continue to drive Korea’s remarkable growth story. But Korea is at a crossroads and its future
prosperity is not assured. Much of Korea’s future rests on the shoulders of a handful of men in



their thirties and forties, the heirs to the great chaebol. One of them hired me.Not only is Korea
nearly homogenous—at 97 percent ethnic Korean—but it is also probably the third-most
homogenous country on the planet, after Japan and North Korea. Indeed, according to the
government, the family names Kim, Lee, and Park are attached to half of the people there. Even
Koreans joke that the perfect Korean name is Kim Lee Park. Such was my confusion that first
week at work as I met numerous new Korean colleagues, almost all introducing themselves with
some variation of this nomenclature. The highlight of my first few days as Hyundai’s director of
global PR consisted of being shuttled around from office to office at headquarters, meeting an
endless stream of Mr. Kims, Mr. Lees, and Mr. Parks, making some small talk, trying to
comprehend the frequent broken English, bowing and smiling a lot, accepting business cards
with both hands, as is the custom, and then coming back to my office with a stack of cards and
absolutely no idea who was who. My global PR team was feverishly preparing to host several
top-flight European automotive journalists and had no time to brief their new waygookin, or
foreigner, who—as I would come to find out—was not quite their boss.On the Friday night at the
end of my first week of work, my team invited me to a welcome dinner. In truth, it was my boss
Mr. Lee who invited me and my team to dinner. I had not met or even heard of Mr. Lee until my
first day; I had to write “my boss” on his business card so I could remember who he was.
Compounding my confusion, to my untrained eyes, Mr. Lee looked no different than any other
Hyundai executive at headquarters: male, middle-aged, medium height, medium build, black
hair, no facial hair. He dressed like other executives, too: dark suit, white shirt, red or blue tie. Mr.
Lee was more fine-boned than many men his age and, though not an outgoing man, walked with
a bit of a swagger at times. While not outwardly emotive, Mr. Lee would in fact show much
kindness to his out-of-place American PR director. On the times when he drove the two of us to
lunch, without my asking, he would flip his car radio from a K-pop station to one of the two Seoul
radio stations that broadcast in English. I would come to find that Mr. Lee enjoyed good-natured
teasing when drinking with colleagues.Mr. Lee had planned a customary Korean work night out
for the team, the sort of forced socialization, I would come to realize, that was common in Asian
business. Your availability to the company begins before eight a.m. Monday and ends on Friday
night pretty much when your boss decides it’s time to call it quits for the week.And now Rebekah
and I were about to get our first taste of real Korea. More like a force-feeding, really.The twist
was that I had brought Rebekah to dinner. This was wholly unexpected by my team, as wives do
not attend work social functions. As it was explained to me, if my wife and I hosted, say, the one-
hundred-day party for our newborn—a Korean custom—the wife of my team leader might attend.
But every other work-social function, like this dinner, she would not attend. It just wasn’t done,
and it was understood implicitly by the Koreans, as most things are.Not yet aware of this custom,
Rebekah and I met the team at a Korean barbecue restaurant, where the meat is brought to the
table raw and cooked over a tub of hot coals or a grill in the middle of the table. Every square
inch of the table is covered with small bowls of side dishes: greens and noodles and pickled
things and tubers and pickled tubers and the ever-present kimchi. But no barbecue



sauce.“Korean barbecue” was the first example of a phenomenon our State Department
sponsors told us about the day we arrived in Seoul: “Welcome to Korea, the land of Almost, Not
Quite.” What they meant was that Korea, or at least Seoul, looks familiar to Westerners
accustomed to large cities. But as you dive in, you find things are just a little . . . off. Barbecue
with no barbecue sauce. Backing into parking spaces is the rule rather than the exception. No
trash cans in any public space: office, sidewalk, theater, anywhere. The utter absence of voice
mail. Cleaning women showing up in the men’s bathroom while it’s occupied. Dark tint on every
car’s windows. Business attire worn in the office with bedroom slippers and shower sandals.
Green flashing lights on ambulances. Car navigation screens showing live TV that drivers watch
while they’re driving. No individual dishes at meals; instead, everyone helps themselves from
communal plates. Another State Department friend summed it up this way: “If you live in a
foreign country and you have to take a rickshaw to work every day, you’re, like, ‘Okay, this is my
life. I take a rickshaw to work.’ And you ratchet down your expectations accordingly. But here in
Korea, everything looks like it should meet your expectations and when it doesn’t, it’s all the
more frustrating.” The frustration goes both ways. For Koreans, all these things are normal, and
my colleagues quickly grew tired of hearing me discover and comment on these mundane (to
them) realizations.We gathered around a table in a private room, as is the custom for business
dinners. Mr. Lee sat in the middle of one long side of the table, which is the seat always occupied
by the highest-status person in the room. I sat across from him.The evening started off
pleasantly enough, but once the soju came out, things got Korean. Soju is the national drink of
Korea. It is clear alcohol, typically made from rice or barley, but can also be made from sweet
potatoes and other foods. Alcohol content varies by brand but hovers around 28 proof (or
“degree,” as the Koreans say). It comes in small green bottles about the size of an old-style Coke
bottle, and the Korean government keeps the price artificially low at about $1 per bottle, so all
Koreans can afford their birthright: constant access to a momentary escape from their hard lives.
And their lives are plenty hard. When they were a country as poor as the poorest in Africa sixty
years ago, their lives were hard in a daily survival kind of way. Now that Korea is a rich country,
Koreans’ lives are a different kind of hard, with all the physical and psychological problems
caused by a lifetime of constant competition. So they get drunk on soju.Soju—like vodka in
Russia—is more than just a drink. It is the means to team building at work and relationship
bonding outside of work. Ideally the two become one. At one Hyundai dinner I attended, an
executive rose to make his toast, as each male guest is typically expected to do, and shouted to
the group. He raised his glass and asked, rhetorically: “Is this soju?”“No!” they shouted back.“Is
this our spirit?”“Yes!” they replied.I had been warned and had read about the Korean drinking
culture. Indeed, during my first interview with Hyundai, I was asked, “Do you drink alcohol? Your
team will want to show respect to you by giving you drinks.” I told my Korean interviewer that I
enjoy a good beer and, I glibly added, I was sure there were other ways my team could
demonstrate their respect.I was wrong.By most reports, Koreans drink more alcohol than
anyone on earth. By a lot. According to a 2014 European survey, Koreans downed an average of



eleven shots of alcohol per week. This made them number one in the world by more than double
their closest rival, Russia, where the average citizen downs only five shots per week.Problem
number one: I myself am not really a drinker. Neither is my wife. That is to say, we don’t get
drunk, for reasons of faith and health. One of my favorite things to do is go out with a couple of
buddies and, over the course of a three- or four-hour evening, enjoy two, maybe three excellent
beers—say, a pale ale or an IPA or a copper ale. A Korean executive once asked me
exasperatedly, “Don’t you drink?” “I drink beer,” I replied. “Ha!” he spat. I soon came to
understand Koreans don’t really consider beer alcohol, so skewed, by American grown-up
standards, has perception become within the Korean drinking culture.Each guest at our
welcome dinner table had a shot glass for soju and a larger glass—about the size of a bathroom
sink glass—for beer. Both were kept full. And then emptied. And then filled, and so on. In Korea,
it is polite to pour the drinks for your tablemates and considered rude if their glasses go empty.
You pour either with two hands on the bottle or the right hand on the bottle and the left hand
respectfully touching your right elbow. The person receiving the drink holds their glass
respectfully with two hands. Then they return the pour. My new teammates would either toast
“Geonbae,” which means “To your health,” or “Wehayo,” which simply means “To your . . .” (fill in
the blank: to your health, to your business success, whatever).Pretty soon, everyone was
shouting “One shot!” and downing the soju shots. As the welcome dinner progressed and
everyone got drunker and more red-faced, variations on the one shot appeared: the “love shot,”
where two drinkers loop arms, their faces close together, and down the shot; the shot where you
prove you’ve downed your shot by turning the glass upside down over your head; and the
Korean “bomb shot,” called a boilermaker in the States, where you drop your shot of soju into
your beer, down it all in one drink, and rattle the glasses to prove they’re empty while the rest of
your drinking mates cheer.The ringleader was Ben, my team leader. Self-confident and tall, Ben
was, like most Hyundai men his age, a Hyundai lifer and a patriot. “First job, last job,” they would
all say. Once, when asked why he liked working for Hyundai, Ben said, “It makes me proud to
help make Korea strong.” Ben was the entertainer in chief for our global PR team; in terms of
drinking, he was our enabler in chief. Like many Koreans in business, Ben had taken an English
first name because Koreans fear their Korean names are too difficult for Westerners to
pronounce. Ben and I were about the same age and, despite our radically different backgrounds,
shared a couple of touchstones, including eighties rock. His favorite band was Queen.As a team
leader, it was Ben’s job to execute Hyundai executives’ orders, wherever they may come.
Imagine team leaders like army sergeants, carrying out an officer’s orders. If the Hyundai
executive—in this case, my boss—orders and hosts the dinner, it is the team leader’s job to
carry out his commanding officer’s orders. But that’s the Western way of looking at it. I would
come to understand that Ben thought of himself like a father or a big brother to his subordinate
team members. Ben’s attitude was just one of the many profound ways the concept of
Confucianism—Korea’s de facto national religion—weaves its way into every strand of Korean
life.Ben was also emblematic of Korean working stiffs in another way: He was a gireogi appa, or



“goose daddy.” In the way that male geese fly far from their nests for long periods of time to
gather food for their families, as the folklore goes, Korean gireogi appa sacrifice time with their
families in order to provide for them by furthering their careers with Hyundai. This means living
on opposite sides of the world, sometimes for years, missing births, anniversaries, and huge
chunks of childhoods, save for a couple short visits per year, to take the job Hyundai has
assigned. In Ben’s case, his family had followed him to a Hyundai posting years earlier in the
U.S. and stayed behind when he was recalled to Korea. His computer screensaver at work
showed the current time in his family’s U.S. time zone. He saw his wife and kids once, maybe
twice a year.For this evening’s activities, Ben’s job was to incite heavy drinking and high-volume
merriment, and he ran quite a show. There was yelling, and lots of it. Laughing, and cross-
talking, and team members mocking each other, and “Wehayo!” shouted three times in a hearty
toast, and people running around the table to pour soju for each other—and especially for my
boss, Mr. Lee—who sat quieter but still amused and fully invested—to show their respect for
him. For some reason, one of my team members showed her affection for us by joyfully pinching
us with two fingers, like a crab’s claw.At one point I asked Rebekah, “Have you ever seen
anything like this before?” The last time I had seen anyone drinking this way was during quarter-
beer nights at West Virginia University in the 1980s. But at least Rebekah knew what was
coming.“Sure,” she said. “Remember, I lived in Asia for four years.”Rebekah was one of those
rare American kids who, when they graduate from college, can’t wait to get out of the country.
Not because she hated America but because she felt claustrophobic. From her earliest
adulthood, Rebekah sought overseas adventure. Right out of college, she found a job with a
Lebanese trading company in Hong Kong. After two years cavorting with other young,
glamorous ex-pats, she was not ready to come home yet. So she went to Sendai, Japan, for two
years, where she taught English to Japanese high school girls, bridging the cultural gap in
inventive ways, such as leading them in a production of Pippi Longstocking.Rebekah
understood that, throughout East Asia, drinking is not only a social pastime; it is a tool for
conducting business and for developing tight bonds among employees and business partners.
And so here was my almost, not quite introduction to Korean salaryman culture. Before I worked
in Korea, I held many of the classic white American stereotypes about Asians: hardworking,
good students, quiet, and reserved. More likely to be found in the lab or the orchestra than in
politics or sports. Indeed, during my first week at Hyundai, it was remarkable how quiet office life
was. Most workers stayed at their desks working or huddled in quiet meetings. There were few
desk-side conversations that did not relate to work, little laughing, and none of the loud cross-
newsroom bonhomie I enjoyed at the Post.And yet here, outside of work on a Friday night, I was
surrounded by a dozen cavorting Korean party animals. Unlike in the U.S., with its more relaxed
offices, work culture and after-work behavior weren’t all that different. In Korea, I came to learn,
you behave one way at work and another outside of work, and often the two behaviors are
jarringly extreme.Just when I thought the commotion in our private room had reached its pitch,
someone pushed a button on the table summoning the waitress and more meat was ordered. A



guy with tongs humped in another bucket of red-hot coals and set it into the recess in the middle
of the table as the waitress fixed a grill over the coals and plopped down more pieces of red
uncooked sirloin, slicing them up with a pair of scissors while we watched. While smoke rose
from the sizzling beef, and sparking hot coals were hauled perilously close to bare skin, and
there was laughing and jostling and amid all this commotion, I hadn’t noticed that one of my
team members had wheeled in a cart lined with two rows of glasses: a row of full beer glasses
holding up a row of full soju shot glasses on top, each shot glass balanced on the lips of two
glasses.I was told it was my honor to take the customary metal Korean chopsticks and lightly tap
the first shot glass in the row, thereby triggering a chain reaction that would drop each shot glass
into a glass of beer, which would then be handed out to all the guests, who would down the
bomb shot. I was told it was very tricky and only real Koreans can do it. That was a lie, if a well-
intentioned one, as it’s almost impossible not to make the chain reaction happen. But after I did
it, I was welcomed, in a way, to Korea. Just to make sure we were both properly blooded,
Rebekah was required to do her own chain reaction, too. My team members quickly adapted to
her presence and welcomed her at the dinner, probably understanding I didn’t know the
custom.After two hours of this saturnalia, we were shocked to discover that we had completed
only round one of the evening. Round two is noraebang, which means “song room,” which
means karaoke. Bright lights, more drinking, and lots of enthusiastic singing.Problem number
two: I don’t really do karaoke. And that’s an issue because karaoke is no joke in Asia. Every year,
there are reports from the Philippines or Thailand or China or Japan about stabbings because
someone was intolerably butchering a version of Frank Sinatra’s “My Way,” which is an anthem
of Asian salarymen—because, I think, Asian salarymen don’t get to do anything their way. In
Korea, I came to learn, karaoke is a standard part of an evening’s entertainment, regardless of
age, gender, professional, or social status. And everyone has their go-to karaoke song.We all
piled out of the restaurant into the street and walked to a nearby noraebang, laughing and
talking loudly in Korean and English. We crammed into a windowless room with banquettes.
Thick plastic-covered songbooks in English and Korean were handed around. The music started
and one of my team members began singing while everyone else started clapping and signing
along. Ben ordered soju and the action escalated over the next few songs as the strobe lights
kicked in and the dancing started.Naturally, my boss sang “My Way.” I sang a couple of English
songs, a little bit of Billy Joel because no Clash was available. After an hour or so, exhausted,
bloated from ingesting pounds of grilled meat, head spinning, clothes infused with cigarette
smoke and sweat (much of it mine), my wife and I begged out and asked to be driven home. The
team was disappointed, but we insisted. Apparently, there could have been a round three in the
offing.Escorted into the mercifully crisp and smoke-free autumn air by the most junior member of
the team, Eduardo, we waited for the black Hyundai sedan to take us home. Eduardo was a
young Korean, new to Hyundai, who had spent several years growing up outside of Korea. His
father, a doctor, practiced overseas and Eduardo had attended American school in Peru and
had lived in California. He spoke English like an American without a regional accent. Because of



this and his junior status on the team, Eduardo had been assigned by Ben to be my man Friday,
as it were. Not only was he to help me with whatever work tasks I needed, but he would also help
me schedule maintenance for my car with Korean-speaking mechanics, take emergency phone
calls from the gas station when my company credit card no longer worked, and inform me, on
the QT and after the fact, why I shouldn’t make self-deprecating jokes in front of my
team.Eduardo became my invaluable Tenzing Norgay. Without Norgay, Sir Edmund Hillary would
never have scaled Everest. Without Eduardo, I never would have come to understand the
admittedly small bit of this incredibly complex and ancient culture. And I probably would have
been sacked from Hyundai within six months.While we were waiting for our driver outside the
noreabang, Eduardo, who always had one foot in Korean culture and the other outside, was
apologetic about the whole evening. “Sir,” Eduardo said—he always called me “sir,” and still does
—“I’m sorry about all this Korean bullshit.”“No worries,” I slurred, my temples pounding. I felt like
I’d been blown through a jet engine and then used to mop the floor of a frat house the morning
after an epic party. Rebekah and I piled into the backseat of the car and slumped together,
holding hands. Our silent Korean driver weaved through the endless red brake lights of Seoul
traffic, as seemingly heavy at eleven p.m. as it had been in morning rush hour. Through the tinted
windows of our sedan we saw sidewalks packed with well-dressed Koreans window-shopping
and taking selfies. Dancing videos promoting products and Korean soap operas stretched
several stories high on the sides of buildings, turning darkness into a pulsing, multicolored
daylight. We caught the iron-filing whiff of kimchi exhaust on our driver’s breath. I would try, but I
wasn’t sure I was ever going to get used to its smell. Rebekah and I looked at each other with the
same question on our faces. Where were we headed? Home?1ALMOST, NOT
QUITEPunishingly peppy K-pop music pounded in my ears. Secondhand cigarette smoke filled
my lungs; my crisp blue dress shirt was now soaked with my own sweat and splattered with beef
drippings and mysterious sauces that had been served with dinner earlier in the evening.
Flashing colored lights cut through the dark, windowless room I’d been packed into with a dozen
yelling, clapping, laughing, hugging Koreans. A karaoke screen on a wall projected animations of
saucer-eyed children and song lyrics in English and Korean. My wife must be somewhere in the
room, but she seemed to have slipped just beyond my reach as I was jostled by the exuberant
crowd that shout-sang along with the two Koreans sharing a microphone as some Korean pop
tune played. When they weren’t shouting or singing, they were downing shots of whatever it was
the older Korean ladies kept bringing in little green bottles. Drank, that is, whatever wasn’t spilled
on the floor or on each other.And here I was: sopping wet, laughing, singing incoherently and
hugging people I’d met only five days earlier. Welcome to Korea.I had expected South Korea to
be more sterile. I’d had this feeling that South Korea existed thirty or so years in the future, where
things are cleaner and more orderly, the way Japan used to seem. With its booming growth,
strong democracy, ultrafast Internet, supersmart students, and all the sleek, impeccably
groomed Koreans I saw using next-generation Samsung and LG electronics in the TV ads I
watched online, South Korea turned out to be that, but it also turned out to be something else: a



gritty, bare-knuckled uppercut to the jaw. The noise, the crowds, the traffic, the powerful smells,
the nonstop visual stimulation—the all-night partying, the street protests, the fistfights in
Parliament—all combined to stagger me on my feet moments after I’d stepped into the ring.It’s a
lot to process, so you have to start somewhere. If you’re going to talk about the way South Korea
hits you, you must begin with kimchi. It insists.You catch your first whiff before you’re outside
Incheon International Airport, almost immediately after you deplane. To a Korean, kimchi smells
like home. It’s the rocket fuel of their great leap forward, 150 years of industrialization pressure-
packed into fifty years. To a foreigner, kimchi is at first only a smelly food, a pungent combination
of fermented vegetables—cabbage, radishes, or cucumbers—and spices, chief of which is
garlic. Traditionally made, it steeps in a jar buried in the ground for months, where its awesome
olfactory power builds. Unleashed on every Korean meal, including breakfast, it stings the
nostrils of the uninitiated, causing recoil. It comes in many types and doesn’t smell like just one
thing. Some kimchi smells like cabbage, if the power of that cabbage were intensified a
hundredfold. Some kimchi smells like vinegar and chilies. Some kimchi has almost no smell.
Some kimchi smells like feet. Kimchi exhaust—twenty people who just ate kimchi for lunch
packed into an elevator, exhaling—has a metallic smell, a top note of iron filings that hits like an
anvil and can induce a wooziness over the span of just a few floors. Today’s Koreans have
separate kimchi refrigerators in their homes to isolate the aroma. Sure, it’s cliché to talk about
the smell of kimchi, but to not do so would be to fail at describing an integral part of nearly every
Korean’s daily life and an essential staple of their cultural identity. Kimchi is to Koreans what
hamburgers are to Americans, only more so. Americans (most, anyway) don’t eat hamburgers
with every meal. Kimchi is a reliable place locator. If someone blindfolds you and flies you to a
mystery location and you get off the plane and smell a hamburger, you could be almost anyplace
in the world. You get off the plane and smell kimchi, there’s a really good chance you’ve landed
in Korea. If there were a global prize for a bona fide national dish and staple of cultural identity,
kimchi would win it. Its smell is terrifically, aggressively, proudly Korean and probably the first
bridge that foreigners must at least attempt to cross if they want to know something about this
place.My wife, Rebekah, and I arrived in Seoul in October 2010 after a thirteen-hour nonstop
flight from Washington, D.C. (middle seats, middle aisle). Rebekah was about to begin a two-
year posting in the U.S. Foreign Service at the American embassy in Seoul. I was to take over as
director of global PR for Hyundai Motor Company. We had both left the Washington Post in
Washington, D.C.We had been married for only three months and were still getting to know each
other and wedded life when Rebekah and I uprooted ourselves and moved to a foreign country,
taking new jobs in new careers. I had left a steady twenty-one-year career as a journalist—the
last eighteen years at the Washington Post—to make one leap into public relations and another
leap to living outside America for the first time in my life. Rebekah, the youngest child of a New
Zealander Presbyterian minister emigrated to the U.S., had never spent eighteen years in any
one place. A preacher’s itinerant vocation moved the family around in Rebekah’s youth and
either instilled or complemented a restlessness that was already in her. Unlike most American



kids, she was spoiling to see the world, and had already lived in China, Japan, Lebanon, and
France before we met. For me, going to Korea was going to the moon. For her, it was just the
next spot on an ambitious itinerary.What did we know about South Korea coming in? Little more
than most Americans do: it’s the most wired nation on earth, the kids are ultrahigh academic
achievers, and they eat kimchi. Surrounded by our LG flat-screen TVs, Samsung smartphones,
and Hyundai and Kia cars, most Americans know Korea for its powerhouse consumer brands—
and perhaps for the murderous Kim dynasty in the North whose periodic outbursts alternate
between lethal threats and farce. Had I been asked to name famous Koreans or Korean-
Americans before I arrived in Seoul, it would have made for a short list: U.N. secretary-general
Ban Ki-moon, a few baseball players and actors. My late father was a Korean War vet, so I’d
learned a little bit about the war from him. Depending on the time of year, Seoul is thirteen or
fourteen hours ahead of Washington; Korea literally is in the future. Soon after our arrival, we
stopped saying “South Korea.” We simply called it “Korea,” because that’s what South Koreans
call it. They distinguish the country to the north as Book Han. Book means “north” and Han is
short for Han-Gook, which is what South Koreans call their country. South Koreans see North
Korea as simply the northern part of South Korea, waiting to be reunified. This drives North
Korea nuts, so it calls South Korea Nam Chosun, which means, as you might imagine, “Southern
North Korea.”In our first few days in Korea, we managed a cursory look around Seoul, a ten-
million-person Asian megacity split by the Han River into Gangbuk, the older part of Seoul north
of the river, and Gangnam, the newer, southern part of Seoul. Gangnam—think Fifth Avenue
meets Beverly Hills—was made famous by K-pop star Psy’s YouTube pop hit of 2012, which has
enjoyed more than two billion views on YouTube. Many of Korea’s richest citizens live here; all of
them shop here. Democratic, exuberant, luxurious Gangnam, south of the river, exists because
of decades of labor by Koreans north of the river, who rebuilt the country from ashes, in
privation, directed by the strongman who ran the country. At once, Gangnam feels like the place
where Korea is heading, and gives a hint of the centuries of tradition it is leaving behind.Seoul is
surrounded by mountains; indeed, most of Korea is mountainous, and the hills reminded me of
my home state of West Virginia. Washington, D.C., is at essentially the same latitude as Seoul,
so the climates are similar: sultry summers paired with bitingly cold, short winter days that
ensure diligent Korean salarymen go to work in the dark and come home in the dark for nearly
half of each year. When we arrived in Korea in October, the hills were bursting into familiar
shades of orange, yellow, and red.Seoul lacks the signature skyscraper common in other Asian
megacities—the twin Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur, for instance. Instead, Seoul’s defining
architectural feature is its clusters of beige twenty-story apartment buildings—most with a big
identifying number on the side—built like hills, one behind the other, marching into the distance.
These are the homes of the millions of Koreans who have moved from the countryside to seek
prosperity in the megacity. Nestled between mountains, with flat land scarce, Seoul became a
vertical city.Half of the entire country’s population of 50 million people make Greater Seoul their
home. The next biggest city in Korea has only 3.5 million people. In many ways, Korea is a city-



state, like Singapore, but with more land. Seoul is the white-hot center of Korea in almost every
way that matters, from politics to taste-making trends. And, in many ways, it is the culture engine
for much of East Asia, which ravenously consumes K-Pop and Korean TV dramas. DVDs and
flash drives of the soap operas even find their way into North Korea, through its bribe-friendly
border with China, giving a few of the 25 million North Koreans, shut off from the world, a
tantalizing and agonizing vision of what life is like in the well-fed, beautiful, unfathomably rich
South. Seoul is also home to Korea’s beauty belt—scores of plastic surgery clinics that make
Koreans, per capita, the world’s most cosmetically altered people. It is home to the nation’s best
universities and the massive conglomerates that drive its economy. Understanding Seoul is
crucial to understanding Korea; it is the shimmering reservoir of the country’s endlessly striving
aspirations—the best Korea has to offer.The U.S. embassy is located in the center of Seoul’s
older downtown district, just down the street from the country’s largest and most important
historic palace, the seat of a glorious dynasty that ruled Korea for five hundred years. The
traditionally Korean curved roof of Gyeongbok Palace—gracefully upturned at the ends like a hat
—is an unmistakably ancient and Asian design, stately and handsome. The palace is, as movie
directors would say, Seoul’s establishing shot. Rebekah’s first week as a Foreign Service officer
at the embassy consisted of getting to know her American and Korean local-hire coworkers and
learning the daily work of a consular officer. Basically, her job was to sit in a chair behind a
customer service window for eight hours per day, conducting up to 250 interviews (in Korean)
with Koreans who had applied for visas to visit the U.S.—to go to school, for instance. Her job
was to determine if their reasons were legitimate.My job was at the twin towers of Hyundai Motor
Group, about forty-five minutes south of the embassy in a part of Seoul called Yangjae,
alongside the country’s major north-south highway, which Hyundai’s founder built in 1970. Unlike
Rebekah’s neighborhood, there were few traditional structures to be found near my workplace,
which grew over the past thirty years as Seoulites sprawled southward out of the city. Next to my
office was a supermarket, perhaps Korea’s largest. Across the street, the headquarters of the
country’s trade promotion agency. Down the street was a Costco, a Saturday morning
destination for thousands of Koreans and dozens of ex-pats, whose cars snaked around the
building, waiting for a parking space.Hyundai Motor Group is Korea’s second-largest company,
behind Samsung. It is made up of Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors, and more than thirty affiliate
companies, including auto parts makers, a steel company, and a defense company. I worked for
Hyundai Motor only, part of a family-owned conglomerate, or chaebol, which are similar to the
Japanese zaibatsu. The chaebol powered the rapid growth of Korea and made it what it is today,
the world’s thirteenth-largest economy. The chaebol are composed of dozens of affiliate
businesses—some related to the group’s main business, others not. Through a complicated
governance structure that enables family control with small amounts of share ownership, the
chaebol are handed down from generation to generation. (Though there are other companies in
Korea called Hyundai—more on that later—for brevity’s sake, I’ll refer to my employer, Hyundai
Motor, as simply Hyundai.)Each of the big chaebol faces a pivotal transition, as all stand on the



cusp of being handed down to the third or fourth generations of their founders. One popular joke
goes that in North Korea they hand down governments from father to son. In the South, they
hand down companies. Most inside Korea expect—and many outside Korea hope—the coming
corporate successions will mark a change in the management style and personality of the
chaebol toward a more international, less insular feel. Most of the heirs are fluent in English, a
first for the chaebol. Because of their outsize influence on the Korean economy, the chaebol will
continue to drive Korea’s remarkable growth story. But Korea is at a crossroads and its future
prosperity is not assured. Much of Korea’s future rests on the shoulders of a handful of men in
their thirties and forties, the heirs to the great chaebol. One of them hired me.Not only is Korea
nearly homogenous—at 97 percent ethnic Korean—but it is also probably the third-most
homogenous country on the planet, after Japan and North Korea. Indeed, according to the
government, the family names Kim, Lee, and Park are attached to half of the people there. Even
Koreans joke that the perfect Korean name is Kim Lee Park. Such was my confusion that first
week at work as I met numerous new Korean colleagues, almost all introducing themselves with
some variation of this nomenclature. The highlight of my first few days as Hyundai’s director of
global PR consisted of being shuttled around from office to office at headquarters, meeting an
endless stream of Mr. Kims, Mr. Lees, and Mr. Parks, making some small talk, trying to
comprehend the frequent broken English, bowing and smiling a lot, accepting business cards
with both hands, as is the custom, and then coming back to my office with a stack of cards and
absolutely no idea who was who. My global PR team was feverishly preparing to host several
top-flight European automotive journalists and had no time to brief their new waygookin, or
foreigner, who—as I would come to find out—was not quite their boss.On the Friday night at the
end of my first week of work, my team invited me to a welcome dinner. In truth, it was my boss
Mr. Lee who invited me and my team to dinner. I had not met or even heard of Mr. Lee until my
first day; I had to write “my boss” on his business card so I could remember who he was.
Compounding my confusion, to my untrained eyes, Mr. Lee looked no different than any other
Hyundai executive at headquarters: male, middle-aged, medium height, medium build, black
hair, no facial hair. He dressed like other executives, too: dark suit, white shirt, red or blue tie. Mr.
Lee was more fine-boned than many men his age and, though not an outgoing man, walked with
a bit of a swagger at times. While not outwardly emotive, Mr. Lee would in fact show much
kindness to his out-of-place American PR director. On the times when he drove the two of us to
lunch, without my asking, he would flip his car radio from a K-pop station to one of the two Seoul
radio stations that broadcast in English. I would come to find that Mr. Lee enjoyed good-natured
teasing when drinking with colleagues.Mr. Lee had planned a customary Korean work night out
for the team, the sort of forced socialization, I would come to realize, that was common in Asian
business. Your availability to the company begins before eight a.m. Monday and ends on Friday
night pretty much when your boss decides it’s time to call it quits for the week.And now Rebekah
and I were about to get our first taste of real Korea. More like a force-feeding, really.The twist
was that I had brought Rebekah to dinner. This was wholly unexpected by my team, as wives do



not attend work social functions. As it was explained to me, if my wife and I hosted, say, the one-
hundred-day party for our newborn—a Korean custom—the wife of my team leader might attend.
But every other work-social function, like this dinner, she would not attend. It just wasn’t done,
and it was understood implicitly by the Koreans, as most things are.Not yet aware of this custom,
Rebekah and I met the team at a Korean barbecue restaurant, where the meat is brought to the
table raw and cooked over a tub of hot coals or a grill in the middle of the table. Every square
inch of the table is covered with small bowls of side dishes: greens and noodles and pickled
things and tubers and pickled tubers and the ever-present kimchi. But no barbecue
sauce.“Korean barbecue” was the first example of a phenomenon our State Department
sponsors told us about the day we arrived in Seoul: “Welcome to Korea, the land of Almost, Not
Quite.” What they meant was that Korea, or at least Seoul, looks familiar to Westerners
accustomed to large cities. But as you dive in, you find things are just a little . . . off. Barbecue
with no barbecue sauce. Backing into parking spaces is the rule rather than the exception. No
trash cans in any public space: office, sidewalk, theater, anywhere. The utter absence of voice
mail. Cleaning women showing up in the men’s bathroom while it’s occupied. Dark tint on every
car’s windows. Business attire worn in the office with bedroom slippers and shower sandals.
Green flashing lights on ambulances. Car navigation screens showing live TV that drivers watch
while they’re driving. No individual dishes at meals; instead, everyone helps themselves from
communal plates. Another State Department friend summed it up this way: “If you live in a
foreign country and you have to take a rickshaw to work every day, you’re, like, ‘Okay, this is my
life. I take a rickshaw to work.’ And you ratchet down your expectations accordingly. But here in
Korea, everything looks like it should meet your expectations and when it doesn’t, it’s all the
more frustrating.” The frustration goes both ways. For Koreans, all these things are normal, and
my colleagues quickly grew tired of hearing me discover and comment on these mundane (to
them) realizations.We gathered around a table in a private room, as is the custom for business
dinners. Mr. Lee sat in the middle of one long side of the table, which is the seat always occupied
by the highest-status person in the room. I sat across from him.The evening started off
pleasantly enough, but once the soju came out, things got Korean. Soju is the national drink of
Korea. It is clear alcohol, typically made from rice or barley, but can also be made from sweet
potatoes and other foods. Alcohol content varies by brand but hovers around 28 proof (or
“degree,” as the Koreans say). It comes in small green bottles about the size of an old-style Coke
bottle, and the Korean government keeps the price artificially low at about $1 per bottle, so all
Koreans can afford their birthright: constant access to a momentary escape from their hard lives.
And their lives are plenty hard. When they were a country as poor as the poorest in Africa sixty
years ago, their lives were hard in a daily survival kind of way. Now that Korea is a rich country,
Koreans’ lives are a different kind of hard, with all the physical and psychological problems
caused by a lifetime of constant competition. So they get drunk on soju.Soju—like vodka in
Russia—is more than just a drink. It is the means to team building at work and relationship
bonding outside of work. Ideally the two become one. At one Hyundai dinner I attended, an



executive rose to make his toast, as each male guest is typically expected to do, and shouted to
the group. He raised his glass and asked, rhetorically: “Is this soju?”“No!” they shouted back.“Is
this our spirit?”“Yes!” they replied.I had been warned and had read about the Korean drinking
culture. Indeed, during my first interview with Hyundai, I was asked, “Do you drink alcohol? Your
team will want to show respect to you by giving you drinks.” I told my Korean interviewer that I
enjoy a good beer and, I glibly added, I was sure there were other ways my team could
demonstrate their respect.I was wrong.By most reports, Koreans drink more alcohol than
anyone on earth. By a lot. According to a 2014 European survey, Koreans downed an average of
eleven shots of alcohol per week. This made them number one in the world by more than double
their closest rival, Russia, where the average citizen downs only five shots per week.Problem
number one: I myself am not really a drinker. Neither is my wife. That is to say, we don’t get
drunk, for reasons of faith and health. One of my favorite things to do is go out with a couple of
buddies and, over the course of a three- or four-hour evening, enjoy two, maybe three excellent
beers—say, a pale ale or an IPA or a copper ale. A Korean executive once asked me
exasperatedly, “Don’t you drink?” “I drink beer,” I replied. “Ha!” he spat. I soon came to
understand Koreans don’t really consider beer alcohol, so skewed, by American grown-up
standards, has perception become within the Korean drinking culture.Each guest at our
welcome dinner table had a shot glass for soju and a larger glass—about the size of a bathroom
sink glass—for beer. Both were kept full. And then emptied. And then filled, and so on. In Korea,
it is polite to pour the drinks for your tablemates and considered rude if their glasses go empty.
You pour either with two hands on the bottle or the right hand on the bottle and the left hand
respectfully touching your right elbow. The person receiving the drink holds their glass
respectfully with two hands. Then they return the pour. My new teammates would either toast
“Geonbae,” which means “To your health,” or “Wehayo,” which simply means “To your . . .” (fill in
the blank: to your health, to your business success, whatever).Pretty soon, everyone was
shouting “One shot!” and downing the soju shots. As the welcome dinner progressed and
everyone got drunker and more red-faced, variations on the one shot appeared: the “love shot,”
where two drinkers loop arms, their faces close together, and down the shot; the shot where you
prove you’ve downed your shot by turning the glass upside down over your head; and the
Korean “bomb shot,” called a boilermaker in the States, where you drop your shot of soju into
your beer, down it all in one drink, and rattle the glasses to prove they’re empty while the rest of
your drinking mates cheer.The ringleader was Ben, my team leader. Self-confident and tall, Ben
was, like most Hyundai men his age, a Hyundai lifer and a patriot. “First job, last job,” they would
all say. Once, when asked why he liked working for Hyundai, Ben said, “It makes me proud to
help make Korea strong.” Ben was the entertainer in chief for our global PR team; in terms of
drinking, he was our enabler in chief. Like many Koreans in business, Ben had taken an English
first name because Koreans fear their Korean names are too difficult for Westerners to
pronounce. Ben and I were about the same age and, despite our radically different backgrounds,
shared a couple of touchstones, including eighties rock. His favorite band was Queen.As a team



leader, it was Ben’s job to execute Hyundai executives’ orders, wherever they may come.
Imagine team leaders like army sergeants, carrying out an officer’s orders. If the Hyundai
executive—in this case, my boss—orders and hosts the dinner, it is the team leader’s job to
carry out his commanding officer’s orders. But that’s the Western way of looking at it. I would
come to understand that Ben thought of himself like a father or a big brother to his subordinate
team members. Ben’s attitude was just one of the many profound ways the concept of
Confucianism—Korea’s de facto national religion—weaves its way into every strand of Korean
life.Ben was also emblematic of Korean working stiffs in another way: He was a gireogi appa, or
“goose daddy.” In the way that male geese fly far from their nests for long periods of time to
gather food for their families, as the folklore goes, Korean gireogi appa sacrifice time with their
families in order to provide for them by furthering their careers with Hyundai. This means living
on opposite sides of the world, sometimes for years, missing births, anniversaries, and huge
chunks of childhoods, save for a couple short visits per year, to take the job Hyundai has
assigned. In Ben’s case, his family had followed him to a Hyundai posting years earlier in the
U.S. and stayed behind when he was recalled to Korea. His computer screensaver at work
showed the current time in his family’s U.S. time zone. He saw his wife and kids once, maybe
twice a year.For this evening’s activities, Ben’s job was to incite heavy drinking and high-volume
merriment, and he ran quite a show. There was yelling, and lots of it. Laughing, and cross-
talking, and team members mocking each other, and “Wehayo!” shouted three times in a hearty
toast, and people running around the table to pour soju for each other—and especially for my
boss, Mr. Lee—who sat quieter but still amused and fully invested—to show their respect for
him. For some reason, one of my team members showed her affection for us by joyfully pinching
us with two fingers, like a crab’s claw.At one point I asked Rebekah, “Have you ever seen
anything like this before?” The last time I had seen anyone drinking this way was during quarter-
beer nights at West Virginia University in the 1980s. But at least Rebekah knew what was
coming.“Sure,” she said. “Remember, I lived in Asia for four years.”Rebekah was one of those
rare American kids who, when they graduate from college, can’t wait to get out of the country.
Not because she hated America but because she felt claustrophobic. From her earliest
adulthood, Rebekah sought overseas adventure. Right out of college, she found a job with a
Lebanese trading company in Hong Kong. After two years cavorting with other young,
glamorous ex-pats, she was not ready to come home yet. So she went to Sendai, Japan, for two
years, where she taught English to Japanese high school girls, bridging the cultural gap in
inventive ways, such as leading them in a production of Pippi Longstocking.Rebekah
understood that, throughout East Asia, drinking is not only a social pastime; it is a tool for
conducting business and for developing tight bonds among employees and business partners.
And so here was my almost, not quite introduction to Korean salaryman culture. Before I worked
in Korea, I held many of the classic white American stereotypes about Asians: hardworking,
good students, quiet, and reserved. More likely to be found in the lab or the orchestra than in
politics or sports. Indeed, during my first week at Hyundai, it was remarkable how quiet office life



was. Most workers stayed at their desks working or huddled in quiet meetings. There were few
desk-side conversations that did not relate to work, little laughing, and none of the loud cross-
newsroom bonhomie I enjoyed at the Post.And yet here, outside of work on a Friday night, I was
surrounded by a dozen cavorting Korean party animals. Unlike in the U.S., with its more relaxed
offices, work culture and after-work behavior weren’t all that different. In Korea, I came to learn,
you behave one way at work and another outside of work, and often the two behaviors are
jarringly extreme.Just when I thought the commotion in our private room had reached its pitch,
someone pushed a button on the table summoning the waitress and more meat was ordered. A
guy with tongs humped in another bucket of red-hot coals and set it into the recess in the middle
of the table as the waitress fixed a grill over the coals and plopped down more pieces of red
uncooked sirloin, slicing them up with a pair of scissors while we watched. While smoke rose
from the sizzling beef, and sparking hot coals were hauled perilously close to bare skin, and
there was laughing and jostling and amid all this commotion, I hadn’t noticed that one of my
team members had wheeled in a cart lined with two rows of glasses: a row of full beer glasses
holding up a row of full soju shot glasses on top, each shot glass balanced on the lips of two
glasses.I was told it was my honor to take the customary metal Korean chopsticks and lightly tap
the first shot glass in the row, thereby triggering a chain reaction that would drop each shot glass
into a glass of beer, which would then be handed out to all the guests, who would down the
bomb shot. I was told it was very tricky and only real Koreans can do it. That was a lie, if a well-
intentioned one, as it’s almost impossible not to make the chain reaction happen. But after I did
it, I was welcomed, in a way, to Korea. Just to make sure we were both properly blooded,
Rebekah was required to do her own chain reaction, too. My team members quickly adapted to
her presence and welcomed her at the dinner, probably understanding I didn’t know the
custom.After two hours of this saturnalia, we were shocked to discover that we had completed
only round one of the evening. Round two is noraebang, which means “song room,” which
means karaoke. Bright lights, more drinking, and lots of enthusiastic singing.Problem number
two: I don’t really do karaoke. And that’s an issue because karaoke is no joke in Asia. Every year,
there are reports from the Philippines or Thailand or China or Japan about stabbings because
someone was intolerably butchering a version of Frank Sinatra’s “My Way,” which is an anthem
of Asian salarymen—because, I think, Asian salarymen don’t get to do anything their way. In
Korea, I came to learn, karaoke is a standard part of an evening’s entertainment, regardless of
age, gender, professional, or social status. And everyone has their go-to karaoke song.We all
piled out of the restaurant into the street and walked to a nearby noraebang, laughing and
talking loudly in Korean and English. We crammed into a windowless room with banquettes.
Thick plastic-covered songbooks in English and Korean were handed around. The music started
and one of my team members began singing while everyone else started clapping and signing
along. Ben ordered soju and the action escalated over the next few songs as the strobe lights
kicked in and the dancing started.Naturally, my boss sang “My Way.” I sang a couple of English
songs, a little bit of Billy Joel because no Clash was available. After an hour or so, exhausted,



bloated from ingesting pounds of grilled meat, head spinning, clothes infused with cigarette
smoke and sweat (much of it mine), my wife and I begged out and asked to be driven home. The
team was disappointed, but we insisted. Apparently, there could have been a round three in the
offing.Escorted into the mercifully crisp and smoke-free autumn air by the most junior member of
the team, Eduardo, we waited for the black Hyundai sedan to take us home. Eduardo was a
young Korean, new to Hyundai, who had spent several years growing up outside of Korea. His
father, a doctor, practiced overseas and Eduardo had attended American school in Peru and
had lived in California. He spoke English like an American without a regional accent. Because of
this and his junior status on the team, Eduardo had been assigned by Ben to be my man Friday,
as it were. Not only was he to help me with whatever work tasks I needed, but he would also help
me schedule maintenance for my car with Korean-speaking mechanics, take emergency phone
calls from the gas station when my company credit card no longer worked, and inform me, on
the QT and after the fact, why I shouldn’t make self-deprecating jokes in front of my
team.Eduardo became my invaluable Tenzing Norgay. Without Norgay, Sir Edmund Hillary would
never have scaled Everest. Without Eduardo, I never would have come to understand the
admittedly small bit of this incredibly complex and ancient culture. And I probably would have
been sacked from Hyundai within six months.While we were waiting for our driver outside the
noreabang, Eduardo, who always had one foot in Korean culture and the other outside, was
apologetic about the whole evening. “Sir,” Eduardo said—he always called me “sir,” and still does
—“I’m sorry about all this Korean bullshit.”“No worries,” I slurred, my temples pounding. I felt like
I’d been blown through a jet engine and then used to mop the floor of a frat house the morning
after an epic party. Rebekah and I piled into the backseat of the car and slumped together,
holding hands. Our silent Korean driver weaved through the endless red brake lights of Seoul
traffic, as seemingly heavy at eleven p.m. as it had been in morning rush hour. Through the tinted
windows of our sedan we saw sidewalks packed with well-dressed Koreans window-shopping
and taking selfies. Dancing videos promoting products and Korean soap operas stretched
several stories high on the sides of buildings, turning darkness into a pulsing, multicolored
daylight. We caught the iron-filing whiff of kimchi exhaust on our driver’s breath. I would try, but I
wasn’t sure I was ever going to get used to its smell. Rebekah and I looked at each other with the
same question on our faces. Where were we headed? Home?2THREE MIDLIFE CRISESOn my
first morning of work at Hyundai, at a little after seven a.m. on a Monday in early October 2010, I
walked into the brightly lit, marble-floored multistory atrium of the headquarters lobby. With
gleaming new Hyundai and Kia models on raised stands all around me, I stood there mystified,
entranced, overwhelmed, the lone Caucasian standing stock-still as hundreds of Koreans
streamed around me, like an endless school of fish flowing past a rock stuck in a stream. A
young Korean colleague noticed my profound sense of lostness and came over to help. He knew
what I was thinking, laughed, and said, in lightly accented English, “Too many Koreans!”If you’re
new to almost anywhere in Asia, nothing prepares you for the crushing multitude of bodies
seemingly packed into every available space. Seoul is the third-densest big city in the world,



trailing only Delhi and Mumbai.Koreans seemed to thrive on this closeness. One of the first
things I noticed in my new country is how physically intimate Koreans are with their friends of the
same sex. Walking through the lobby on my first day of work, I saw several pairs of (and here I
was guessing) heterosexual women walking arm-in-arm. It is common to see a young salaryman
walking with an arm slung around the shoulder of his male friend, in a way that looks antique, like
Huck Finn, to Americans. We Americans, on the other hand, like our personal space, even with
our closest of friends. Koreans seemed at home in crowds and comfortable being up close. This
was going to take some getting used to.Part of the power of Seoul’s density comes from its
monolithic population. Everyone in Korea of course does not look alike, and you learn to see that
the longer you live there, but they look alike enough to a newcomer that it creates an
overwhelming feeling of being the only Other in a sea of sameness. I wasn’t just the only
American in the Hyundai lobby on my first morning. I was the only American at Hyundai
headquarters, full stop. Of the few thousand employees who worked there, fewer than a dozen
were non-Koreans. So I already stood out. At six foot two, white, and XL size, even more so.But,
as much as it felt that way at the moment, I was not alone. When I arrived in Korea and at
Hyundai, all three of us—the country, the company, and I—were heading into uncharted territory:
our midlife crises.These were not the hedonistic, leave-your-wife-and-get-a-Corvette midlife
crises. These were the kind where you realize you’ve spent your entire adult life pushing,
climbing, and striving toward something and then, in your forties, pulling up like a distance
runner taking a break, putting your hands on your hips, and taking a look around. Evaluating
where you are and comparing it to where you thought you’d be. Who you are and comparing it to
who you thought you’d be. In the worst cases, wondering, “Is this all there is?” In the best cases,
trying to figure out your second act.In 2010, Hyundai Motor was forty-three years old, having
been established in 1967. I was forty-six, having been established in 1963. And although South
Korea became its own nation in 1948, the late forties and fifties were a terrible, directionless time
for the fledgling country, which took the worse end of a brutal three-year war waged by North
Korea and afterward staggered through two inept administrations, corruption, internecine
squabbling, and abject poverty. Modern South Korea, the beginning of what we see today, did
not start until military strongman Park Chung-hee’s coup in 1961 put the nation on its path to
prosperity and modernity. In this respect, in 2010, South Korea was only forty-nine years old.We
were all trying to engineer the next stage of our lives. The stakes were high.Hyundai could keep
chugging along, cranking out very good if unremarkable cheap cars. Or it could try something
radical and untested and aspire to become something much more than what it was and what
people expected it to be. If Hyundai faltered, its moment might not come again. Soon it could be
bypassed by waves of Chinese economy cars and might never rise above the level of being the
Brand That’s Almost As Good As Toyota.Korea could rest on its laurels, congratulating itself for
how far it had come so quickly—maybe the fastest industrialized development in history—and
enjoy the fact that Samsung, Hyundai, and LG Electronics had become global brands. But the
country knew that if it started coasting, it faced the prospect of becoming another Japan: zero



population growth coupled with a swelling over–sixty-five population weighing down a stagnant
economy overly dependent on national champion conglomerates that may be past their prime.
Korea’s leaders understood that just doing more of what got Korea to where it was in 2010 was
not enough if the country was going to write the next chapter of its remarkable growth story.
Korea had to become something else besides what it was.If I washed out as a PR executive in a
foreign company, we’d still have Rebekah’s Foreign Service job, free housing for two years, and
a grand adventure. But I didn’t want to wash out. I had only fifteen to twenty prime earning years
left and was heading a family for the first time. If I could succeed at this job, I could set us on
solid financial footing for years to come in a way I never could on a journalist’s salary. More
important, I was starting a family late in life. Most middle-aged family men had already made
their radical change from bachelorhood to husband and father in their twenties and thirties. I was
a forty-six-year-old first-time newlywed. Like an old stag deer, I had long settled into my life
patterns, wearing footpaths around Washington, between friends, and within the Post. Now, for
the first time in my adult life, I had to pay attention to someone else’s opinion of me. And start a
new career. And do it in a foreign country. That was my midlife crisis.The big question was: How
would Hyundai, Korea, or I know if we had made it through our midlife crises? How would we
know if we had succeeded in writing a second act? With businesses and governments, you can
establish quantifiable measurements, or KPIs—key performance indicators, as they’re called.
Former South Korean president Lee Myung-bak campaigned on a catchy “747” platform: he
wanted to achieve 7 percent GDP growth, reach a $40,000 per capita income, and make Korea
the world’s seventh-largest economy. Hyundai worked to achieve a top-three quality ranking
among its global competitors. But would Korea have to look beyond GDP growth and
employment? Would Hyundai’s midlife transition require new metrics? What about me? How
would I know—when would I know—if I’d done it? What were my KPIs?It was my great good
fortune to have arrived at Hyundai at the moment it was launching its grand experiment and just
as Korea began trying to reimagine itself. My global PR team would be instrumental in Hyundai’s
next big step, and I had a press box seat for the beginning of Korea’s attempted transformation.
The number of foreign executives who had worked at the big Korean chaebol—ever—could be
counted on two hands. This was history being made, and I had insider access that almost no
other waygookin could or would have.HYUNDAI’S MAKEOVERWhen I joined Hyundai, the
company was a couple of years into a strong run of growing sales and increasing reputation
around the globe, especially in the U.S. The world’s biggest automakers—Chevrolet,
Volkswagen, Toyota, Nissan, Honda—saw Hyundai as you might see a car coming up fast in
your rearview mirror.Starting in 2008, Hyundai began an aggressive overseas capacity
expansion. It raised new automotive manufacturing plants in the Czech Republic, India, and
China and had blueprints for new plants that would open in the next few years in Russia and
Brazil. In 2008, Hyundai sold 2.8 million cars globally. By the end of 2013, it was 4.7 million.
Combined with its sister company, Kia, Hyundai had become the world’s fifth-largest automaker,
trailing only GM, Toyota, Volkswagen, and—barely—Ford. Even without Kia, Hyundai’s global



market share was 5 percent, the same as Fiat Chrysler’s and bigger than Honda’s. In the U.S.,
Hyundai sold nearly 540,000 cars in 2010—more than Dodge.To me, as with most Americans
who hadn’t paid close attention to the Korean auto industry during the 2000s, Hyundai still had
the air of a joke about it. It entered the U.S. market in 1985 with the low-priced Excel and
followed with other inexpensive models and chirpy advertising. They were seen as a cheaper,
pluckier alternative to Japanese cars, already well established in the States.But as the eighties
turned into the nineties, the first Hyundai cars aged poorly. Subsequent generations of offerings
to the U.S. market were badly turned out, with low quality and rust problems. The nadir came in
1998 when Hyundai sold only a little more than 90,000 cars in the U.S. Hyundai became to the
nineties what Yugo had been to the eighties: a punch line.So it’s no surprise that most
Americans missed Hyundai’s radical management philosophy shift in 1999. Switching from a
manufacture-and-export model, Hyundai established an aggressive and sprawling quality
management regime, appointed a vice chairman of quality, ramped up R & D efforts,
benchmarked the best Japanese competitors, and set seemingly unrealistic goals. As former
Hyundai Motor America CEO John Krafcik used to say: “We keep setting targets we don’t know
how we can meet.” Even better, Hyundai’s head of R & D once told reporters: “We make 7 million
cars a year and we have to have the same quality as BMW, which makes only 2 million.” Mass
production is the killer of quality: the more cars you make, the greater the chance of quality
problems. Yet Hyundai demanded elite, European levels of quality in its cars and expected its
designers, engineers, and manufacturers to deliver. By 2009 this strategy was beginning to pay
off. Hyundai’s quality was becoming the equal, if not superior in some metrics, to that of its
Japanese rivals.The quality improvements came incrementally over a decade. But in 2009, in
one grand and unexpected flourish, Hyundai shocked the auto industry when it debuted a
groundbreaking new design on its big-selling Sonata sedan. Called “Fluidic Sculpture,” the look
was all curves and swoops. In one move, Hyundai had leaped from bland fast follower to
industry design leader, forcing competitors such as Nissan and Toyota to overhaul or at least
examine their own cars’ designs.Critics favorably compared the new Sonata’s design to the
Mercedes C-class. A bold character line swept along the side of the Sonata—Hyundai designers
called it the “orchid stroke”—and it arced like a javelin in flight, giving the car a look of tension
and velocity. Some Hyundai lifers considered the Fluidic Sculpture Sonata the first car of
Hyundai’s modern era.In subsequent years, new models, such as Hyundai’s Veloster, adopted
the stylish and sporty new design. Existing models, such as Elantra and Accent, were
redesigned to the Fluidic Sculpture form. For the first time, Hyundai had a distinct family look,
one that was directly contributing to sales and, more important in the auto industry, to
“conquests”—winning new buyers from other auto brands. A big chunk of Hyundai’s staggering
20 percent 2011 sales increase in the U.S. was attributable to Fluidic Sculpture. It was an
astounding concept: people were buying Hyundai cars for their looks.The new design helped
Hyundai’s sales, but so did risky management thinking. When other automakers radically cut
back on new product development during the Great Recession of 2008–2009—and while two of



America’s Big Three were in bankruptcy—cash-rich Hyundai stepped on the gas and raced
ahead with new product development. That meant that when the financial gloom began to lift in
late 2009 and 2010, Hyundai had one of the industry’s youngest lineups of cars—striking new
models that made the competition look old and stodgy. And it didn’t hurt that a relatively weak
Korean currency made car prices in the U.S. and other overseas markets competitive.Shortly
after I arrived in Korea in 2010, Car and Driver put the Hyundai Sonata on its annual list of Ten
Best Cars—the first time any Hyundai had cracked the Car and Driver list. And yet, in late 2010,
just as the company appeared to outsiders to be settling in for a long and profitable run as a high-
quality volume carmaker, finally the equal to its Japanese rivals, continuing to build new factories
and someday challenging to be the world’s biggest automaker—maybe even become the new
Toyota—internally, Hyundai was planning something altogether different and much, much
riskier.Hyundai had looked around the auto industry and noticed a few things. If you go to a
motor show in Shanghai or Beijing or Guangzhou, you’ll see the Chinese brands: SAIC, BYD,
Great Wall, Geely, and so on. The reason you don’t see them on the streets of North America or
Europe is they’re not good enough. Not high enough quality, not safe enough, not enough
features. Yet. But soon they will be. And, thanks to tight cooperation with the Chinese
government, they will be sold at prices that automakers such as Hyundai cannot beat without
taking a loss. Hyundai knew that lower-priced rivals would come in soon at the bottom of its
lineup and that the company could not compete on price.Second, Hyundai looked at its
Japanese rivals’ attempts to create luxury brands: Toyota’s Lexus, Nissan’s Infiniti, and Honda’s
Acura. They offer seriously mixed results. Only Lexus is a true success, and it took years for it to
become profitable—setting up an entirely new “sales channel,” or dealerships and infrastructure,
to support a new luxury brand is extraordinarily expensive. Furthermore, not one of those luxury
brands added one ounce of prestige—or, in auto industry argot, “halo”—to its parent brand. No
buyer thinks better of their Toyota because the same company also makes Lexus. In fact, the
opposite may be true. Nissan, for instance, worried that its Infiniti premium brand was being
harmed by the fact that customers know it is made by Nissan.So Hyundai decided upon a
radical and untested idea: it would not split its most expensive cars off into a separate Lexus-like
brand, condemning its cheaper cars to a permanent ghetto under the Hyundai “H” logo. Instead,
it would keep all of its cars, from its low-cost subcompact to its luxury sedans, under one
Hyundai badge and it would attempt to haul the entire brand upmarket. This would give it some
breathing room at the bottom of its lineup, allow it to extend the upper range of its lineup and
gradually raise all prices over time. No other automaker had tried this.As audacious and perhaps
even foolhardy as this may have seemed at first glance—“You’re talking about Hyundai going
upmarket? Really?”—in some ways, Hyundai may have been the only major automaker
positioned to carry this off. Because Hyundai is so young, it is largely unburdened by history.
Unlike Ford or Dodge or Mercedes or even Toyota, Hyundai doesn’t have to overcome one
hundred years of brand perception. Hyundai has been in the consciousness of the U.S. and
Europe for only a little more than twenty-five years. For the first fifteen or so, the brand was a



joke. Then, for the past ten years, it was good. Going forward, there was no reason it couldn’t be
anything it wanted. In markets where Hyundai has been for only ten or fifteen years, such as
China, it is already considered a premium brand.Hyundai’s other takeaway from its analysis of
the global auto industry’s future was the marketing miracle that was Audi. Until the 1990s, Audi
was the poor-selling stodgy uncle of German cars—basically overpriced Volkswagens. Then
Audi underwent a radical makeover, putting design at the forefront and giving itself a corporate
identity: maker of gorgeous luxury cars. The designer behind the vanguard car of the sleek new
look, the Audi TT sports coupe, was a hip, bespectacled German named Peter Schreyer who
dressed only in all black.So, in 2006, Hyundai went and got Schreyer.Schreyer’s first job was
head of design for Kia; in 2013 he was put in charge of Hyundai, too. Audi is now the world’s
number two–selling luxury car badge. The thing is, until recently, Audis had not been particularly
great cars, as judged by initial quality, reliability, and cost-to-maintain measurements, but they
are beautiful and benefit from cachet-driven advertising and a premium image. This lesson was
not lost on Hyundai. Good design doesn’t just sell cars; it establishes a brand presence and
value and it is the way customers interact with your product. All you have to do is look at Apple to
know how important design is.Aiming upmarket was a big risk. It was one thing for Hyundai and
Korea to match blows with Toyota and Japan. The auto industry could easily do the math and
understand that if Hyundai kept building factories, it could sell as many cars as Toyota before
long. But to aim for Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz? And to try to compete on something as tough
to quantify as brand? That was a kind of chutzpah that maybe the rest of the world didn’t yet
understand about Hyundai.Hyundai set on course its grand ambition only three months after I
started. Over the three years I was there, the company’s progress—and missteps—toward
becoming a premium brand would be marked at every auto show, when Hyundai unveiled a new
car that instantly exceeded or fell below the expectations it was setting for itself. It would be
marked by every Car of the Year Award a Hyundai won—or didn’t win. It would be marked by
every slide up or down the industry-wide quality ratings, every recall, every good or bad car
review. This would be a long, uphill trudge, marked by signposts along the way. They would tell
us if the idea was working—if customers were buying the idea that Hyundai could be more than
what it was. It they didn’t, or if market conditions and other factors changed in the coming years
and it made sense for Hyundai to change tack and spin off a luxury sub-brand, the company was
sensible and nimble enough to do it. But for now, this was the plan. Hyundai was all in. It’s hard
to think of a major global company that had set itself higher stakes. This would have been like
Walmart suddenly trying to convince its customers it was Neiman Marcus. Would anyone buy
that?This task is even tougher, and more costly, than it sounds. Going upscale would require
more than marketing savvy and slick advertising. To succeed, to elevate its brand—and its prices
—Hyundai needed to make significantly better cars. Better-looking, higher-performance, world-
class quality. From its cheapest to its most expensive cars. What I didn’t know when I arrived at
Hyundai was that they were already on the drawing board, being tested in wind tunnels and
getting polished for their big motor show rollouts.2THREE MIDLIFE CRISESOn my first morning



of work at Hyundai, at a little after seven a.m. on a Monday in early October 2010, I walked into
the brightly lit, marble-floored multistory atrium of the headquarters lobby. With gleaming new
Hyundai and Kia models on raised stands all around me, I stood there mystified, entranced,
overwhelmed, the lone Caucasian standing stock-still as hundreds of Koreans streamed around
me, like an endless school of fish flowing past a rock stuck in a stream. A young Korean
colleague noticed my profound sense of lostness and came over to help. He knew what I was
thinking, laughed, and said, in lightly accented English, “Too many Koreans!”If you’re new to
almost anywhere in Asia, nothing prepares you for the crushing multitude of bodies seemingly
packed into every available space. Seoul is the third-densest big city in the world, trailing only
Delhi and Mumbai.Koreans seemed to thrive on this closeness. One of the first things I noticed
in my new country is how physically intimate Koreans are with their friends of the same sex.
Walking through the lobby on my first day of work, I saw several pairs of (and here I was
guessing) heterosexual women walking arm-in-arm. It is common to see a young salaryman
walking with an arm slung around the shoulder of his male friend, in a way that looks antique, like
Huck Finn, to Americans. We Americans, on the other hand, like our personal space, even with
our closest of friends. Koreans seemed at home in crowds and comfortable being up close. This
was going to take some getting used to.Part of the power of Seoul’s density comes from its
monolithic population. Everyone in Korea of course does not look alike, and you learn to see that
the longer you live there, but they look alike enough to a newcomer that it creates an
overwhelming feeling of being the only Other in a sea of sameness. I wasn’t just the only
American in the Hyundai lobby on my first morning. I was the only American at Hyundai
headquarters, full stop. Of the few thousand employees who worked there, fewer than a dozen
were non-Koreans. So I already stood out. At six foot two, white, and XL size, even more so.But,
as much as it felt that way at the moment, I was not alone. When I arrived in Korea and at
Hyundai, all three of us—the country, the company, and I—were heading into uncharted territory:
our midlife crises.These were not the hedonistic, leave-your-wife-and-get-a-Corvette midlife
crises. These were the kind where you realize you’ve spent your entire adult life pushing,
climbing, and striving toward something and then, in your forties, pulling up like a distance
runner taking a break, putting your hands on your hips, and taking a look around. Evaluating
where you are and comparing it to where you thought you’d be. Who you are and comparing it to
who you thought you’d be. In the worst cases, wondering, “Is this all there is?” In the best cases,
trying to figure out your second act.In 2010, Hyundai Motor was forty-three years old, having
been established in 1967. I was forty-six, having been established in 1963. And although South
Korea became its own nation in 1948, the late forties and fifties were a terrible, directionless time
for the fledgling country, which took the worse end of a brutal three-year war waged by North
Korea and afterward staggered through two inept administrations, corruption, internecine
squabbling, and abject poverty. Modern South Korea, the beginning of what we see today, did
not start until military strongman Park Chung-hee’s coup in 1961 put the nation on its path to
prosperity and modernity. In this respect, in 2010, South Korea was only forty-nine years old.We



were all trying to engineer the next stage of our lives. The stakes were high.Hyundai could keep
chugging along, cranking out very good if unremarkable cheap cars. Or it could try something
radical and untested and aspire to become something much more than what it was and what
people expected it to be. If Hyundai faltered, its moment might not come again. Soon it could be
bypassed by waves of Chinese economy cars and might never rise above the level of being the
Brand That’s Almost As Good As Toyota.Korea could rest on its laurels, congratulating itself for
how far it had come so quickly—maybe the fastest industrialized development in history—and
enjoy the fact that Samsung, Hyundai, and LG Electronics had become global brands. But the
country knew that if it started coasting, it faced the prospect of becoming another Japan: zero
population growth coupled with a swelling over–sixty-five population weighing down a stagnant
economy overly dependent on national champion conglomerates that may be past their prime.
Korea’s leaders understood that just doing more of what got Korea to where it was in 2010 was
not enough if the country was going to write the next chapter of its remarkable growth story.
Korea had to become something else besides what it was.If I washed out as a PR executive in a
foreign company, we’d still have Rebekah’s Foreign Service job, free housing for two years, and
a grand adventure. But I didn’t want to wash out. I had only fifteen to twenty prime earning years
left and was heading a family for the first time. If I could succeed at this job, I could set us on
solid financial footing for years to come in a way I never could on a journalist’s salary. More
important, I was starting a family late in life. Most middle-aged family men had already made
their radical change from bachelorhood to husband and father in their twenties and thirties. I was
a forty-six-year-old first-time newlywed. Like an old stag deer, I had long settled into my life
patterns, wearing footpaths around Washington, between friends, and within the Post. Now, for
the first time in my adult life, I had to pay attention to someone else’s opinion of me. And start a
new career. And do it in a foreign country. That was my midlife crisis.The big question was: How
would Hyundai, Korea, or I know if we had made it through our midlife crises? How would we
know if we had succeeded in writing a second act? With businesses and governments, you can
establish quantifiable measurements, or KPIs—key performance indicators, as they’re called.
Former South Korean president Lee Myung-bak campaigned on a catchy “747” platform: he
wanted to achieve 7 percent GDP growth, reach a $40,000 per capita income, and make Korea
the world’s seventh-largest economy. Hyundai worked to achieve a top-three quality ranking
among its global competitors. But would Korea have to look beyond GDP growth and
employment? Would Hyundai’s midlife transition require new metrics? What about me? How
would I know—when would I know—if I’d done it? What were my KPIs?It was my great good
fortune to have arrived at Hyundai at the moment it was launching its grand experiment and just
as Korea began trying to reimagine itself. My global PR team would be instrumental in Hyundai’s
next big step, and I had a press box seat for the beginning of Korea’s attempted transformation.
The number of foreign executives who had worked at the big Korean chaebol—ever—could be
counted on two hands. This was history being made, and I had insider access that almost no
other waygookin could or would have.HYUNDAI’S MAKEOVERWhen I joined Hyundai, the



company was a couple of years into a strong run of growing sales and increasing reputation
around the globe, especially in the U.S. The world’s biggest automakers—Chevrolet,
Volkswagen, Toyota, Nissan, Honda—saw Hyundai as you might see a car coming up fast in
your rearview mirror.Starting in 2008, Hyundai began an aggressive overseas capacity
expansion. It raised new automotive manufacturing plants in the Czech Republic, India, and
China and had blueprints for new plants that would open in the next few years in Russia and
Brazil. In 2008, Hyundai sold 2.8 million cars globally. By the end of 2013, it was 4.7 million.
Combined with its sister company, Kia, Hyundai had become the world’s fifth-largest automaker,
trailing only GM, Toyota, Volkswagen, and—barely—Ford. Even without Kia, Hyundai’s global
market share was 5 percent, the same as Fiat Chrysler’s and bigger than Honda’s. In the U.S.,
Hyundai sold nearly 540,000 cars in 2010—more than Dodge.To me, as with most Americans
who hadn’t paid close attention to the Korean auto industry during the 2000s, Hyundai still had
the air of a joke about it. It entered the U.S. market in 1985 with the low-priced Excel and
followed with other inexpensive models and chirpy advertising. They were seen as a cheaper,
pluckier alternative to Japanese cars, already well established in the States.But as the eighties
turned into the nineties, the first Hyundai cars aged poorly. Subsequent generations of offerings
to the U.S. market were badly turned out, with low quality and rust problems. The nadir came in
1998 when Hyundai sold only a little more than 90,000 cars in the U.S. Hyundai became to the
nineties what Yugo had been to the eighties: a punch line.So it’s no surprise that most
Americans missed Hyundai’s radical management philosophy shift in 1999. Switching from a
manufacture-and-export model, Hyundai established an aggressive and sprawling quality
management regime, appointed a vice chairman of quality, ramped up R & D efforts,
benchmarked the best Japanese competitors, and set seemingly unrealistic goals. As former
Hyundai Motor America CEO John Krafcik used to say: “We keep setting targets we don’t know
how we can meet.” Even better, Hyundai’s head of R & D once told reporters: “We make 7 million
cars a year and we have to have the same quality as BMW, which makes only 2 million.” Mass
production is the killer of quality: the more cars you make, the greater the chance of quality
problems. Yet Hyundai demanded elite, European levels of quality in its cars and expected its
designers, engineers, and manufacturers to deliver. By 2009 this strategy was beginning to pay
off. Hyundai’s quality was becoming the equal, if not superior in some metrics, to that of its
Japanese rivals.The quality improvements came incrementally over a decade. But in 2009, in
one grand and unexpected flourish, Hyundai shocked the auto industry when it debuted a
groundbreaking new design on its big-selling Sonata sedan. Called “Fluidic Sculpture,” the look
was all curves and swoops. In one move, Hyundai had leaped from bland fast follower to
industry design leader, forcing competitors such as Nissan and Toyota to overhaul or at least
examine their own cars’ designs.Critics favorably compared the new Sonata’s design to the
Mercedes C-class. A bold character line swept along the side of the Sonata—Hyundai designers
called it the “orchid stroke”—and it arced like a javelin in flight, giving the car a look of tension
and velocity. Some Hyundai lifers considered the Fluidic Sculpture Sonata the first car of



Hyundai’s modern era.In subsequent years, new models, such as Hyundai’s Veloster, adopted
the stylish and sporty new design. Existing models, such as Elantra and Accent, were
redesigned to the Fluidic Sculpture form. For the first time, Hyundai had a distinct family look,
one that was directly contributing to sales and, more important in the auto industry, to
“conquests”—winning new buyers from other auto brands. A big chunk of Hyundai’s staggering
20 percent 2011 sales increase in the U.S. was attributable to Fluidic Sculpture. It was an
astounding concept: people were buying Hyundai cars for their looks.The new design helped
Hyundai’s sales, but so did risky management thinking. When other automakers radically cut
back on new product development during the Great Recession of 2008–2009—and while two of
America’s Big Three were in bankruptcy—cash-rich Hyundai stepped on the gas and raced
ahead with new product development. That meant that when the financial gloom began to lift in
late 2009 and 2010, Hyundai had one of the industry’s youngest lineups of cars—striking new
models that made the competition look old and stodgy. And it didn’t hurt that a relatively weak
Korean currency made car prices in the U.S. and other overseas markets competitive.Shortly
after I arrived in Korea in 2010, Car and Driver put the Hyundai Sonata on its annual list of Ten
Best Cars—the first time any Hyundai had cracked the Car and Driver list. And yet, in late 2010,
just as the company appeared to outsiders to be settling in for a long and profitable run as a high-
quality volume carmaker, finally the equal to its Japanese rivals, continuing to build new factories
and someday challenging to be the world’s biggest automaker—maybe even become the new
Toyota—internally, Hyundai was planning something altogether different and much, much
riskier.Hyundai had looked around the auto industry and noticed a few things. If you go to a
motor show in Shanghai or Beijing or Guangzhou, you’ll see the Chinese brands: SAIC, BYD,
Great Wall, Geely, and so on. The reason you don’t see them on the streets of North America or
Europe is they’re not good enough. Not high enough quality, not safe enough, not enough
features. Yet. But soon they will be. And, thanks to tight cooperation with the Chinese
government, they will be sold at prices that automakers such as Hyundai cannot beat without
taking a loss. Hyundai knew that lower-priced rivals would come in soon at the bottom of its
lineup and that the company could not compete on price.Second, Hyundai looked at its
Japanese rivals’ attempts to create luxury brands: Toyota’s Lexus, Nissan’s Infiniti, and Honda’s
Acura. They offer seriously mixed results. Only Lexus is a true success, and it took years for it to
become profitable—setting up an entirely new “sales channel,” or dealerships and infrastructure,
to support a new luxury brand is extraordinarily expensive. Furthermore, not one of those luxury
brands added one ounce of prestige—or, in auto industry argot, “halo”—to its parent brand. No
buyer thinks better of their Toyota because the same company also makes Lexus. In fact, the
opposite may be true. Nissan, for instance, worried that its Infiniti premium brand was being
harmed by the fact that customers know it is made by Nissan.So Hyundai decided upon a
radical and untested idea: it would not split its most expensive cars off into a separate Lexus-like
brand, condemning its cheaper cars to a permanent ghetto under the Hyundai “H” logo. Instead,
it would keep all of its cars, from its low-cost subcompact to its luxury sedans, under one



Hyundai badge and it would attempt to haul the entire brand upmarket. This would give it some
breathing room at the bottom of its lineup, allow it to extend the upper range of its lineup and
gradually raise all prices over time. No other automaker had tried this.As audacious and perhaps
even foolhardy as this may have seemed at first glance—“You’re talking about Hyundai going
upmarket? Really?”—in some ways, Hyundai may have been the only major automaker
positioned to carry this off. Because Hyundai is so young, it is largely unburdened by history.
Unlike Ford or Dodge or Mercedes or even Toyota, Hyundai doesn’t have to overcome one
hundred years of brand perception. Hyundai has been in the consciousness of the U.S. and
Europe for only a little more than twenty-five years. For the first fifteen or so, the brand was a
joke. Then, for the past ten years, it was good. Going forward, there was no reason it couldn’t be
anything it wanted. In markets where Hyundai has been for only ten or fifteen years, such as
China, it is already considered a premium brand.Hyundai’s other takeaway from its analysis of
the global auto industry’s future was the marketing miracle that was Audi. Until the 1990s, Audi
was the poor-selling stodgy uncle of German cars—basically overpriced Volkswagens. Then
Audi underwent a radical makeover, putting design at the forefront and giving itself a corporate
identity: maker of gorgeous luxury cars. The designer behind the vanguard car of the sleek new
look, the Audi TT sports coupe, was a hip, bespectacled German named Peter Schreyer who
dressed only in all black.So, in 2006, Hyundai went and got Schreyer.Schreyer’s first job was
head of design for Kia; in 2013 he was put in charge of Hyundai, too. Audi is now the world’s
number two–selling luxury car badge. The thing is, until recently, Audis had not been particularly
great cars, as judged by initial quality, reliability, and cost-to-maintain measurements, but they
are beautiful and benefit from cachet-driven advertising and a premium image. This lesson was
not lost on Hyundai. Good design doesn’t just sell cars; it establishes a brand presence and
value and it is the way customers interact with your product. All you have to do is look at Apple to
know how important design is.Aiming upmarket was a big risk. It was one thing for Hyundai and
Korea to match blows with Toyota and Japan. The auto industry could easily do the math and
understand that if Hyundai kept building factories, it could sell as many cars as Toyota before
long. But to aim for Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz? And to try to compete on something as tough
to quantify as brand? That was a kind of chutzpah that maybe the rest of the world didn’t yet
understand about Hyundai.Hyundai set on course its grand ambition only three months after I
started. Over the three years I was there, the company’s progress—and missteps—toward
becoming a premium brand would be marked at every auto show, when Hyundai unveiled a new
car that instantly exceeded or fell below the expectations it was setting for itself. It would be
marked by every Car of the Year Award a Hyundai won—or didn’t win. It would be marked by
every slide up or down the industry-wide quality ratings, every recall, every good or bad car
review. This would be a long, uphill trudge, marked by signposts along the way. They would tell
us if the idea was working—if customers were buying the idea that Hyundai could be more than
what it was. It they didn’t, or if market conditions and other factors changed in the coming years
and it made sense for Hyundai to change tack and spin off a luxury sub-brand, the company was



sensible and nimble enough to do it. But for now, this was the plan. Hyundai was all in. It’s hard
to think of a major global company that had set itself higher stakes. This would have been like
Walmart suddenly trying to convince its customers it was Neiman Marcus. Would anyone buy
that?This task is even tougher, and more costly, than it sounds. Going upscale would require
more than marketing savvy and slick advertising. To succeed, to elevate its brand—and its prices
—Hyundai needed to make significantly better cars. Better-looking, higher-performance, world-
class quality. From its cheapest to its most expensive cars. What I didn’t know when I arrived at
Hyundai was that they were already on the drawing board, being tested in wind tunnels and
getting polished for their big motor show rollouts.
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B. Crosby, “Indespensible Guide to Working in S Korea. What would happen if you had a
Washington Post reporter embed in a huge S Korean Chaebol? (Chaebol being a government
sanctioned and subsidized industrial oligopoly). While Ahrens was actually hired, this could well
be a series of Washington Post articles, each chapter being an article. The only drawback is
Ahrens' digressions into Christianity and the birth of his own kid as well as what I would say is a
bit overindulgence in promoting Hyundai, but you can forgive him these three passions, because
he does such a tremendous job analyzing and explaining all facets of Korean culture, history,
mentality, and most important, corporate work culture. Ahrens comes crashing into his new job
like a bull in a China shop, as I think most of us would. We are raised to believe that American
culture is Number 1, and our Star Treky job is to explore new worlds, seek out new life, then
spend an episode condescendingly exposing the flaws of their ways and the superiority of
human culture. Ahrens quickly learns that he is both unprepared for not only Korean culture but
corporate culture, and the combination of the two.I would also criticize the fact that Ahrens didn't
get out much. He spent much of his time behind the literal and figurative walls of the US military
compound in Seoul. So you don't get any culture outside of Korean work culture. You don't get
the K-pop youth culture, the elderly culture, the anti-corporate culture, the entrepreneurial
culture, the working class merchant culture, the government sector culture, etc. What you get is
specifically the elite, Chaebol culture which is reflective of Korean culture but a little warped.
While he states that Koreans have idolized Western beauty standards, I would argue, they have
taken it one step further. If they truly idolized Western beauty standards, many would be getting
nose jobs to make their noses larger. One thing the West has not embraces is the shrunken
head or what the Koreans call, the CD face, a face so small, you can hide it entirely behind a
CD. (That's a round storage device most often used for music for you youngsters out there.) As
a journalist, Ahrens' style is extremely easy to read and entertaining with just the right amount of
depth.”

Sungmoon Cho, “I approve of this book, as a Korean-native who now lives in California. I read
several books written by American (Caucasian) authors, who lived in Korea. It's entertaining,
since I understand both sides - I was born in Seoul, studied my ass off to get into Seoul National
University, and worked at a startup for 7 years before I moved to California. After getting my MBA
degree, I now run a tech startup in Silicon Valley.I laughed and cried as I read through this book.
I deeply emphasized with what Frank had to go through, as someone who just 'plunged' into this
quirky Korean culture, but who also had a deep affection for it. I also feel sorry that he eventually
had to 'pull off', due to family & personal happiness reasons. I do understand that part as well.In
this book, he lays out all the Western / Eastern culture differences with critical mind, but doesn't
fail to address what are some downsides of the Korean culture when it comes to business world.
It's one person's experience in the end, so it cannot represent everything about Korea, but I



recommend that everyone who is interested in Korean business world to read this book. You will
get your own perspective.As an ending note, I want to point out that Korea is changing very fast -
especially in the startup world. Those startups run more like American companies. They have
very flat organization, and employees are compensated with stock options. Better work-life
balance, and better vision sharing. So, don't be scared by what Frank went through. You will
enjoy it when you land in Korea. :)”

S. S., “Great book, did an amazing job for only having been there three years. I think Frank
Ahrens is a great writer and I would happily buy another book he wrote if he does so in the
future. His book is entertaining, satisfying, and a wonderful personal memoir. His insights do
not go so very deep. You can tell that by how little he writes about any relationships he had with
any Koreans there. I don't fault him for this too much though. He was there to live his life as best
as he could, not to write book. He did an excellent job and he is a very intelligent guy with a
keen eye. I am sure if he had stayed longer, one might get better, deeper insights into the
people. Instead his book is filled with "otherness" about his experiences with the people there
and not much in the way of what is common to humanity across the board which is really one of
the great benefits of travel and meeting people abroad. But the book is about his point of view
and his experiences and he did an excellent job writing this book. There is a real sense that he is
always a distant observer even in the face of him living and working amidst an iconic Korean
company. But the language barrier and cultural barrier is so high, I suppose you would really
need to be there half a lifetime to understand and write something more substantial. Overall I
am impressed.Mr Ahrens, is like a corporate man's Anthony Bourdain.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great insight into Korean chaebol corporate culture with a few pages of
boring America to the world experience. This book is a mix of well written great insight into the
Korean corporate culture and blend statements from a lambda American citizen who hasn't seen
much of the world and who is not familiar with non-American culture.Due to the latest, some
parts are really annoying to read, like a Western teenager spending a first year in China. Then
without warning, the text becomes really interesting with fascinating.Worth the purchase.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. What we expected”

Neill C, “Five Stars. Very good service the book arrived quickly and was absolutely fascinating I
strongly recommend it”
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